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I. INTRODUCTION 
The social psychology of groups has a tendency, like 
Stephen Leac:ock's horseman, to ttgallop of:f in all directionso" 
A.. survey of its diverse aims is· an alrriost. impossible task, 
as the Office of Naval Research advisory panel on human 
relations found out some years ago. The following, para-
phrased from a monthly report of the ONR (10), is descriptive 






Comparative studies .Qf. different cultures. To 
provide a basis for the understanding of the 
behaviors and goals of groups ••• {knowledge of) 
nationality grouping is essential. 
Structure~ function of groups ••• It is the aim 
of (thisY research to study the ·productivity, 
structure, and development of •• ovarious groups in 
relation to their assigned tasks. · 
Problems .Q.f. cormnunication of ideas, policies,~ 
values. 
LeadershiE.• 
Growth and development of~ individual ••• ]!!! a 
runotioning member of society.e.(This research} 
includes studies that are focused on the develop-
ment of the individual's capacities to participate 
in group life. 
An alternative classificatory scheme might be concerned 
with the theoretical "levels" or analysis of group activity: 
(1) The (usually large) group is the experimental unit, 
treated as a theoretical and methodological whole. 
This level may be termed that of "classical" soci-
ology and includes the fields of ethnology, migra-
tion, etc. 
(2) The foci of attention are the process, function and 
structure of a particular group or type of group. 
Study may· be directed toward large· or small social 




representative of this level. The group is 
occasionally also treated as a unit to a lim-
i tad extent. 
The focus of attention is the individual in 
relation to his social stimuli, utilizing in 
large part psychological concepts. The work of 
Newcomb and Sherif and Cantril is typical of 
this.approach. 
The individual is the experimental unit. This 
approach differs from the immediately preceding 
in that psycho-biological factors are emphasized, 
while social factors are minimized. Early psycho-
analytic and behavioristic theorists are typical 
exponents of this level. 
Doubtlessly these related lists could be extended 
indefinitely without embracing adequately the many varied 
techniques and points of view which have directed research 
upon some aspect of social behavior. 
There appears to be little uncertainty that Bruner (6) 
was largely correct when he recently wrote, "The critical 
shortage in social psychology is ~ot in its lack of zeal 
for data but in its paucity of integrative theory." It 
may be, however, that this criticism-~ despite its impor-
tance -- is premature. A. first reason for this statement 
is that Bruner and the many who share his opinion may be 
emphasizing differences in theoretical adequacy among 
levels of analysis, for there is little do.ubt that certain 
of the approaches listed above are more advanced than 
others in the extent in which integrating theory has been 
developed. 
But it is also true even within the more "developed" 
approaches., there is a "paucity" of theory to a certain 
extent. The reason for this condition, Lewin (37) implied, 
3. 
lies in the nature of the material rather than in a lack of 
desire for concepts. 0 Enthusiasm for Theory? Yes 1 Psychol-
ogy can use much of it. However, we will produce but an 
empty formalism, if we forget that mathematization and for-
malization should be done only to the degree that the 
maturity of the material under investigation permits at a 
given time." 
Further consideration of this point requires the recog-
nition that even within an integrated level development of 
theory proceeds simultaneously with development of appro-
priate methodology. "Only ask the questions in your research 
that you can answer with the techniques you can use," was 
Lewin's further advice., "If you can't learn to ignore the 
questions you are not prepared to answer definitely, you will 
never answer any. 0 In view of this interrelationship, it is 
not surprising that there be numbers of apparently non-re-
lated reports of the kind with which all social scientists 
I 
are familiar and to which Bruner refers. 
Assuming that the majority of these reports are attempts 
of inyestigators to pull themselves up by their bootstrings 
in the absence of fully-adequate integrating theory, it 
would appear that social psychologists are failing to fulfill 
their roles of scientists by their failure to build upon 
and replicate when necessary the findings of earlier investi-
gators. Certainly, one of the tests of a good theory-in 
psychology (and other science) is its productivity; failure 
4. 
to utilize the efforts of others represents failure also 
to evaluate these efforts in a scientifically acceptable 
way. One may speculate, for example, what the status or 
modern physics might be if a Michelson or Morley had not 
utilized and re-evaluated the findings of others in the 
test of crucial physical hypothesesl 
Social psychology is now in much the same position with 
regard to both theory and methodology as was physics in its 
formative years, although psychologists disagree whether 
experimenta cruels are possible. Certainly, crucial exper-
iments between levels are impossible. We are rather, as 
Sherif (47) remarked at the Oklahoma conference on social 
psychology, in a state of determining and selecting our 
best level of approach to problems. "Social psychology," 
he said, " ••• is still groping its way at the cross~oads. 
Groping at the crossroads may be taken as .a sign of vi-
tality. A few decades ago, conditions were not ~ipe· eve~ 
for serious groping." The "crossroads" to which he refers 
are the alternative paths of the ttindividual" versus the 
11 socio-cultural" approaches to social psychology. He goes 
on to note the point that is emphasized here: "When we 
survey the blind alleys of both approaches, we find re-
fined material which can be utilized advantageously in the 
construction of a thoroughfare which we are bound to take 
some day." 
What is the nature of this "refined material" upon 
which social psychologists must build? Not only Sherif, 
s. 
but most recent investigators (e. g., Newcomb, 40)~ would 
probably be quick to agree that it is the product of a 
realization of the inter-relation of individuals and 
social stimulus conditions rather than the study of 
either the individual or group in isolation. Newcomb 
(41) notes that a social psychology must be built "which 
takes full account o:f the.realities of psychological pro-
cesses as well as the realities o:f social. organization." 
The emphasis is that we must not be content merely to 
consider individual and soeia;L aspects of problems$ but 
also to assume the responsib11ity of.' determining the 
ttreal1ties" of each. 'lhe imp1ication 1s that we must 
atart with other than merely improvised notions in our 
new investigations. 
This ia not to say. obviously, that we need scrap 
the constructs and concepts already found to be produc-
tive. Rather, it would seem that caution must be fore-
most in the evaluation of many "tacts" e.nd hypotheses we 
now hold to be tx-ue': It means that we must build upon 
functional analyses of social situations with explicit 
reference to the behavior of individuals. ''The task# n 
continues Sherif., "is to go ,beyond the general statement 
that everything· is related to evel'ything else w1 thin the 
framo or reference and laboriously to vary this factor 
now, that factor later, with the ultimate aim ot finding 
the relative weightJ! tor each, and finally~ expressing 
the relations in short-cut expressions" (47~ p. 5). 
6. 
This, he says, will be the function of a unified social 
psychologioa1 approach. 
The aceeptance of the miif1ed approach in the tedious 
process of theory and methodo1ogy development does not 
mean that the psychological approach -- in ~he sense ot 
1nd1vidua1 orientation; with relevant psychological con-
cepts -- must be abandoned. What must be cast aside are 
preconceived notions that the individual's social behavior 
can be studied adequately in the absence or information 
regarding his social stimulus conditions. Newcomb sets 
forth the basic postulates for the "psychological" study 
of behavior by the ~oc1a13psychologist which a~equately 
describe the unified frame of reference: 
n1. Any observable behavior is not only a ~esponse 
(on the part of the subject) which is to be 
treated as a dependent variable; 1t is also a 
stimulus to be perceived by others with whom 
the subject interact~, and thus to be treated 
as an independent variable ••• 
2. There is a remarkable correspondence between 
the psychologicall)rocesses on the part of an 
A,vertly behaving indivi.dual. ~nd on the part or 
the individual' wh~. perceives and responds to 
him •• -~ This correspondence can be explained 
only by the .assumpti:on that interacting individ• 
u.aliL: are parts of some more inclusive system 
•• groups or whole societi&s. 
3. The,- r~la tions among parts ( i. e., individuals) 
or such systems (1. e •• ·groups) are quite differ-
ent from the relations of individua.la ••• to inan-
imate objects. That is, while the same basic 
processes apply to the interaction of organisms 
with the non-human and the human environment, 
there are also. orderly conditions of interaction 
with the human environment which do not apply to 
interaction with the non-human environment. 
These additional orderly processes ool're$pond to 
laws and principles which, to my judgment, should 
be the special province of the social psychologist" 
(41, P• 34). · · 
Two genera1 courses are open to. the. investigator with 
the intrepidity to enter the study of group behavior from 
this frame of reference t · the first is to set out insoi' ar 
as possible in his own way, with the antioipation of de-
vising his conceptual program with a minimulJ1 dependence 
upon others. It is p~~si'ble that Cattell 'a development of· 
the concept of "syntality".'. (8) ls of this sort, despite 
his reliance upon the elder methods o:t factor analysis. 
Dodds and Lundberg are imaginat;ve,- original investigators 
r~oin the sociologio~l,,frame or reference._ The second method 
-
·open to the begilmer is · to. build upon the .tounda.tions laid 
by .other investigators~-employing the best avai1abl.e con-
cepts and mathodse ,,.There ,is not the aura 1 ott "orfgirta.11 ty" 
in the s~cond~ but>def'in1te advantages from the·scientific 
point of view ~- as discussed in this section· -- are·. to be 
.found. 
Statement of- the Problem 
___ ....,.. _____ _ 
The problem or change 1n the individual as a resu1t 
· of his membershfp in a small discussion group is one aspect 
of the more general area of influence phenomena which has 
occupied the attention ot social psychologists within the 
past few years. Psychologists and non-psychologists alike 
are aware that individuals do change .frequently as a result 
a. 
ot membership in a sma11 group~ but· the fact that not all 
individuals change in all groups, or change in the same 
manner when behavior is altered, requires some knowledge 
of the conditions which initiate change. The problem 
becomes particularly pressing to those who are in some 
way responsible for the induction of change in the indi-
vidual tor some end, whether that end be training• therapy, 
or common action. 
Many group situations rounded upon differing relation-
ships among•individuals have been widely utilized for 
training, therapeutic~ or common action purposes in the 
belief that some conditions are 1110re efficacious than 
others for·the production of change in the ind1vidua1 
participant. In view of the absence ot commonly-accepted 
bases for the measurement ~f change and the difficulty 
of establishing criteria for change when group purposes 
differ, there is little present possibility for the 
evaluation of the various tn>es, of group situations in 
terms of objective measurement.. It would be extremely 
dif'f'icult and possib1y undersirable, for exampl~, to 
establish a measure ot change in individuals that could 
be suecessfully·applied to both a sales-managers' meeting 
and a group therapy session. 
~he problem may be attacked from another angle, how-
ever. The unified psychological approach described in the 
previous section has at its foundation the postulate that 
perception is fundamental to behavior and that changes in 
behavior necessarily preoede changes'•.z1h action by the 
individual. From this frame of reference, the under-
standing of the processes or individual change as a 
consequence of group membership 1s to be approached 
from an understanding of the group and individual con-
ditions which lead to .changes in perception. These 
conditions may refer either to successive relationships 
among individuals within the same group or in groups 
within which perceived relational patterns remain rela• 
tively constant. 
The purpose of this study is to define four group 
situations or relationships among individua1s in an 
attempt to describe the effects of these situations 
upon perceptions of the ~xtent to which the actions 
of others influence own behavior (power) and the effect 
of.the behavior of others upon own locomotion (benefit). 
The method used is that o~ introspective reports of 
. the ability of others to influence own or others' be-
havior (perceived power) and or the effect of that power 
(nerceived benefit) upon the selt or other, persons in 
the group. 
This study is an outgrowth or research begun at the 
National fttaining Laboratory in Group Developmen~ at 
Bethel, Kaine, during the summer of 1950. At that time 
·-. 
work was initiated on the related concepts ot power and 
benefit, which will be described' more .t'ully at a later 
place., and upon the utilization of those concepts in the 
10. 
· understanding of phases::. t1f development. ot smal1 face-
to-:race groups.1 :,·~peciticaiiy, in accordance with hypo-
theses established by Thelen and Dickerman ( 54), Bradford 
and Lippitt (s). and other members (59) of the Research 
Center tor Group Dynamics, 1~ wa~ believed that the 
course of sme.11 group development wou1d proceed through 
stages ot dependence upon the leader through independence 
of leader and non-leaders in common action toward some 
sat of goals. The chief purpose of the University of 
Kansas research team was to determine whether each stage 
of development could be characterized in terms ot partic-
ular patterns of power and bane.fit perceptions of group 
members in conjunction with certain behavioral variables. 
In part because the use of a single small training 
group by the Kansas team at Bethel did not allow clear 
differentiation in some respects of the stages of devel-
opment and restricted the use of certain statistical 
techniques. the present_writer undertook the investiga-
tion to be described in this paper, with the addition of 
new concepts and theor~tical formulations to be described 
1 . The Bethel research program briefly described here 
was undertaken by Dr. A. J •. -Smith, Kr. Jack Jaffe~ and the 
writer. The concepts of power .:and benefit. with the ex-
ception of certain theoretical ~ormulat1ons. represent the 
combined e.f.forts of this team. The Nationa1 Training Lab-
oratory was sponsored by the Research Center tor Group Dy-
namics of the University of Michigan and the National Ed-
ucation Association. Cooperating universities were Kansas, 
Cornell, Illinois~ UCLA, McGill's Allan Memorial Institute 
of Psychiatry, etc. 
,.< :.-:..:. 
11. 
at another place with the following purposes: 
1. To develop a.more complete conceptual structure 
tor the perceptual variables of power and benefit; 
2. To reproduce experimentally·sooial situations 
con.forming to the hypothesized stages of group develop-
ment previously mentioned and to utilize the concepts of 
power and benefit in the derivation of hypotheses con-
cerning the nature ot these perceptions at the varying 
stages of group development; 
3. To describe the nature of ··:these variables in a 
fourth setting of social interaction (1. e., compe~ition) 
for purposes ot generalizability and extended understan-
ding, and• 
4. To suggest the use of power with benefit distribu-
tions as a metbodologica.l instrument .for the understanding 
and control of individual change. 
The specitie.bypothesis of this paper is that social 
situations, conforming to (-a) those postulated by other 
writers to t-ypify stages of small group development and 
(b) a setting of social action of a relatively familiar 
type (competition) will have errects upon and can be 
characterized by particular related perceptions or power 
and benefit derived from ratings made by each participant-
percipient in the group situations. 
Basie Assumptions 2L 2 Stu.dz 
The investigator attempting to describe and 'Understand 
12. 
any aspect of social behavior can make a _tremendous number 
of observations which may form the basis or his system and 
explanation. While not all of his observations and assump-
tions underlying them can be made explicit. certain of them 
can and must be identi£ied. The most important of these 
assumptions involved in the present study are the following: 
{a) The basic assumption is that behavior is motivated, and 
that an understanding.of the motivation is necessary to 
understand behavior. {b) The second assumption is that 
be?av1or, social as well as physical, is steered by per-
·oeption1 and that thereby the perceptions of behaving 
persons conati tut·e ·signi.ficant aspects of behavior. ( o) 
It was assumed that ·the most productive manner of approaching· 
many of the problems of "group" process is by way of the 
study of social perce,·tions. This entails the assumptions 
of the subjective frame of reference with the necessary 
restrictions imp11ed in that approach upon the number and 
kind of eoneepts properly used (51). 
Survey of~ Literature 
Existing formulations of the concepts of power and 
benefit are not easily found, largely .for the reason that 
while many investigators freely utilize these or related 
. concepts few make explicit to what they re.fer. It would 
be possible~ for example, to canvas the literature of such 
related concepts.or authoritarianism~ dominance-submissive-
ness, .social control and organization, status~ class, and 
13. 
caste relations and so on; the task would be Hercu1anean. 
but relevance-would be ta.1rly low in the absence o:f expli-
cit formulations of the terms. It is doubly difficult to 
secure exp1icit•joinings of the concepts with specific 
situational. variables, although it must be noted that both 
power and benefit are always with relation to non-self per-
sons or objects in psychological and non-psychological 
literature -- and that therefore_ linkage of situations 
tS with perceptions Mte strongly implied. For purposes ot 
convenience, available literature on the subjects will be 
divided into two sections: the first on power and benefit, 
the second dealing with the situational variables. 
!b!, literature 2_! power !.!!fl benefit. Three general 
types of discussions of power-benefit relations may be 
discerned:: (.a) those which furnish descriptions of rela-
tively objective aspects of power and bane.fit, such as 
are to be found in most non-psychological literature and 
speech and in much psychological literature; (b) those 
which attack the "deeper" aspects ·of power, benefit, and 
other inter-personal perceptions -- Frenkl-Brunsw1ck's 
k Authoritarian, __ Personalit:r (17) and other publications 
ot the California research group are typical; and, (c) 
those which are concerned with more or less technical 
studies of social perception in some ot its many· :rorms. 
Of particular interest here, of course, are those ot this 
category which deal with power and benefit perceptions with-
in or between organized groups. 
14. 
Among writers whose work falls within the third cate-
gory, Heider (21) is ot particular concern. In the devel-
opment or his symbolic representations of basic interper-
sonal relationships, Heider gives care:ful attention to 
power in the form of influence originating in the percei-
ving person (p), a second person (o), or in other persons 
or objects. The self, or perceiving person (p) may be 
aware of his ability to .alter or influence the actions 
o:t another person ( o) or a third person or object ( x); 
reciprocally, (p) may recognize (o) as capable of exerting 
power over either (p) or (x), or both. Since Heider•s 
. formul.ations deal with the perceiving person (p), 1. ·e., 
are concerned with what is "real" for that person, a 
necessary.implication is that power is defined solely 
with reference to ·p•s own cognitive structure. He .f\u'ther 
makes the necessary distinction betw~en the ability to 
lnfluenoe and the 'Em.I. ot influence with reference to p's 
perceptions, that is, whe.ther a particular act associated 
~~;· ·-
with a parson is beneficial or detrimental top or whether 
p perceives his own acts to be beneficial or detrimental 
to others. No bene:fit or detriment can occur in the ab-
sence or power to influence behavior11· so that a statement 
o:f benefit or detriment implies power. 
This formulation of power 1s closely akin, although at 
a different level or conceptualization, to that of Lewin 
(32, 33, 37) who described power as "the possibility of 
inducing forces" toward some particular goal or goal region. 
15. 
Lewin was rather sparing in his use of the concept of 
power and "power fields.ff conceiving them as only a 
single determinant of lo,comotion not to be isolated from 
all other sources of forces operating upon the person. 
Not only people but also non-human objects and own values 
and goals constitute spheres'of influence in his system. 
Benefit occurs in Lewin's writings as a descriptive term 
rather than as a dynamic or psychological concept~ re-
ferring to the direction 0£ induced forces relevant to 
the locomotion of the individual. 
A third investigator, Knickerbocker (25). has explic-
itly defined power, but 1s more limited in relevant ben-
efit statements. Writing of the inter-personal relations 
of leaders and followers, he points out that a leader may· 
serve to augment or reduce the behavior possibilities of 
a subordinate (1ess powerful) member of the group by re-
moving or adding obstacles to need satisfaction and by 
personal encouragement and discouragement of the non-
leader. "The control of means (•scarce means' the econo-
mists call them), which others desire for their satis-
faction, constitutes what we ordinarily call power." He 
goes on to note that "the use of power (or •means control') 
to gain the means for need satisfaction from others appears 
to be an essential aspect 0£ all. human relationships. The 
· individual who controls many or scarce means which other · 
people seek to utilize for need satisfaction is in a posi-
tion of power. Such power may be used by an individual 
either to reduce the means of other individuals (punish-
ment), or to augment their means (reward) towards the 
ultimate end of inducing these other individuals to pro-
vide him with means for the satisfaction of his own 
needs." The last sentence contains a statement of what 
this study terms "benefit.,n i.e., the direction of the 
application of power with reference to the locomotion of 
others. It is curious to note in Knickerbocker's use of 
power that power is ut111zed for the purposes of self-
gratification as the "ultimate" end. 
The hedonistic approach of Knickerbocker is not 
shared by Lasswell (29) and Lasswell and Kaplan (3B), 
who, in point or fact,, describe eight "base values"· 
and sixty-four "scope values" for··" the sat1sf'act1on of 
which power or infinence is manifested. Lasswell's 
definition and use of power and influence deserves special 
mention in this study as an example of the use o:f the 
variables in the understanding and conceptualization of 
2 social processes not only within but also between groups. 
"Power," Lasswell and Kaplan write (30, P• 223)~ "is 
participation in the making of decisions: G has power over 
H with respect to the values }s if G participates in the 
·2 "The doctrine of power is ;eolitical doctrine," 
they writer> "and the. science of power (in its narrowest 
sense) is Jl.Olitical science." 
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making of decisions affecting the )S policies of B." In-
tluence is equivalent to power, generally speaking~ 
when accompanied by severe enough sanctions or depriva-
. ' . ' 
tions, but influence is not necessarily a form of power. 
"Since power is itself a value, forms of influence that 
include power in their scope are usually themselves forms 
of power. The king's mistress. though she has only influ-
ence. not power, over the king, may have power over his 
subjects in the degree of that influence. Forms of influ-
ence based on··power are themselves forms of power only it 
the scope or the influence 1s included within that of the 
power in question. The king may exercise influence over 
standards of mor~lity, say. by vwtue or his power position, 
but he does not nacassar~ly exercise power over morality." 
So far as the direction of power with reference to the 
behavior of others is concerned, Lasswell and Kapl.an note 
that both deprivation and "indulgence" aspects of the use 
of power exist. Some refer "to the exercise ot power or 
influence. some to its possession, and some to the condi-
tion o:r results of being subject to it," they write of 
their designations for the various forms of power or influ-
ence. 
Perhaps the preceding descriptions of the uses ?,f power 
and benefit-have demonstrated to the reader that they may be 
utilized in many contexts; examples have been offered or --
their use in relatively simple social perception (Heider)~ 
in theory ot individual motivation {Lewin), in the inter-
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personal re1at1ons of leaders and followers (Knickerbocher_)~ 
and in a conceptual frame for political science {Lasswell 
and Kaplan). We may turn from these formulations of the 
concepts ~to those which are particularly appropriate to 
small group study. 
Perhaps a good transition may be obtained by refer-
ence to the experimental findings ot Pepitone (42), who 
was express1y -concel"ned with the perception of power and 
approval under semi-group conditions. _Experimentally 
varying first the perceived approval or powerfu1 persons, 
then the power of approving persons, Pepitone demonstrated, 
inter~, the exi'stenoe ot a marked tendency tor those 
perceived relations to shift together under the conditions 
of his experiment. We tend. he concluded, to see those 
more powerful than oursal'ves generally as approving, and 
those who approve our conduct as more powerfule 
Thasa conclusions are supported by evidence gathered 
qy Borowitz,_Lyons, and Perlmutter {22) a! the th~~d;sum-
mer session of the 1-iational Training LabO;'atory •. ,"It 
~, .. - ,.~ ';>- •• -;_:~· ~':., ..... 
turns out that liking ::aomeone is a kind of sub~~4i~a~ion 
both for the other i'ello! as well as yourself o _- F.'oz.- ·· o, 1 t 
is 
1
a requirement that p must reel he is l~ke_d also 1: .£2.£ l!. 
!ii .!!. !!l obligation. almo-st !! ps1chological imperative. 
!!l.!! b!. likes 2, saz.s ,!!!g ~. • •" . (Emphasis added.) 
Thia is particularly- so-it pis "forced" to cont'orm to 
o•a part in p's decision making. as occurred in Pepitone•s 
experiment. "We mace psychologic-al commitments to others 
that require certain kinds of behavior. It is recognized 
implicitly that we cannot knock our host." The same is 
true when host becomes enemy; our. psychological commit-• 
ments allow but certain perceptions of the "other fellow" 
and these perceptions may be systematically described 
under varying conditions. 
The ab111 ty ot others to influence ·the percipient' a 
behavior is apparently not only a function of the logical 
worth, intrinsic value, or cleverness or the a~tions of 
others, but rather a function in large part of the persons 
with whom'the particular acts are assoeiated. More clearly, 
point out Horowitz, Lyons, and Perlmutter, it makes a 
difference ttwho makes the statement.a and to whom they are 
1nade." We need not accept statements which o may intend to 
influence the course of action of pt :,,e may reject the 
person a and/or his action x, or may reinterpret the 
configuration of o and the ··acts associated w1 th him in 
auah a ~nner that th~-y have different relevanc~ ~o~\ own 
conduct. Finally, it is possible to reject attempted influ-
ence by refusing to acknowledge either person or act; this 
is the event :familiar to most observers of groups wherein 
g~oup members simply do not listen to the suggestions and 
remarks of others. ;Th~: a'ssessment of the att:r~ct~M,f of any 
.. :._ . ,J. ,:, ·:·:-·-· -· ·, _·,. _".:. person O or his acts X 'depends upon an asiiessment~;:.o:r: tlte 
total interchange of.power within the group under 'consider-
ation as a whole. 
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!,h! literature 2!, Rower !n,g benefit~· respect .:!!,g_ 
grou..2 runctionin__g. It is difficult• as previously stated, 
to classify uses of power and benefit as to whether group 
situational variables are expressly linked with them. 
Perhaps Newcomb has given a hint of the path when he noted 
(er. p. 6) that respo·nses of individuals are not only to 
be eonaidared as dependent: variables,. but -also as indepen-
dent variables insofar as they affect the behavior or 
otb.e1"th Thus, in some of the uses or the terms/described 
in the preceding section, power and bane.fit (when the latter 
is defined at all) are occasionally treated as independent 
variables (e.g., in Lasswell's system)~ and some~i~~s as 
(. '. ~· > : __ .. • ' -., • -~. - .• -'; 
q~p~ndent variabl.es. ( e g., in _Horowitz ll ;.!!, P~R!.t?ne). 
. , -
The following section is ..• concerned with a resume, of,. the 
:, ..:. - :_," '""::~ 
few available studies in~which power and benefit are treated 
as dependent variables of group functioning, in general, 
although this classif'icat1on should not obseure·the·ract 
that these group-produced variables still constitute 11nde-
pendent variables with respect to the functf<iningi:j,o'.f the 
individual member of the group. 
Festinger ( 14~15~16) has noted that the:;ability-i to 
exe·rt influence is directly relate·d to several var1ab1es. 
"The greater the attraction of members to a group, given 
some discrepancy of opinions concerning a re1evant issue, 
the more pressure toward uniformity will develop within 
a group and, consequently, there will be greater attempts 
to influence others within the group and greater readiness 
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on the part of members to change their opinions in line 
with the opinions or others. The result of this, of 
course, is more rapid progress toward a state of uniform-
ity.tt. He summarizes his experimental .findings by noting 
that the pressure toward uniformity present in a small 
group has the fol1o·w1ng eftects: 
The greater the pressure, the more is influence 
exerted on extreme opinions. 
2. The greater the pressure, the more influence is 
actually accomplished" (15, P• S8). . 
Benne, Bradford. and Lippitt (2) acknowledge that 
power and influence within a group are also dependent 
upon the possibility of achievement of "group" goals. 
"If the group chooses to work on some problem about which 
they think •nothing can be done,• (the resulting) dis-
cussion will be 'interesting talk'•but it will not be 
oriented to decision and action; it will not be 'rea11s-
tie' discussion." If the goal or goals of the group are 
not within the perceived power field o~ the group, they 
assume an unreal status. It would appear that in such 
instances, pressure tow~rd,uniformlty and hence the 
exertion of influence would be diminished within the 
group. 
In a related experiment, Rosenthal and Corer ( 45) 
studied the influence of deviates upon the functioning of 
small groups. In the presence of persistent deviate mem-
bers, both group and individual hopes or obtaining goals 
are diminished and attempted exertions ot power lessened 
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as the possibility or goal achievement became dimmer. 
It may be assumed that pressures toward uniformity were 
initially high ~eeause of' the deliberate attempts ot the 
experimenters to create a condition ot interdependence 
of members 1n the achievement of a con1non goal. 
The growth and development.of power within groups 
as a result ·of group organization has long been the 
province or·sooiologists such as Whyte, particularly with 
reference to organized industrial groups. One such exam-
ple is to be found in his paper. "Patterns of Interaction 
in Union-Manag~ment Relations ( 57)." According to his 
conceptual framework, power is to be studied at each 1evel 
or organization with reference not only to formal position 
,d thin structure, but also to the pecu11e.r pattern of 
interactions, actions, sentiments, and symbols germane 
to the person in the position. In this manner, be has 
studied the spread and distribution of power within systems 
of highly interlocking parts, observing first interactions 
.from which actions,· -sentiments, and symbols are deter-
mined. 
Classroom situations as well have been scrutinized 
from the standpoint ot power relationships inherent in 
them. Thelen· ( 53) has noted that "The third kind of prob-
lem ( in overcoming resistance within the classroom) hinges 
about th& power.relationships of various individuals. The 
whole problem of interdependence (which is conun~nly con-
sidered the basic criterion of a group) becomes extremely 
important at this p'oint. If my success or failure makes 
a difference to the reeling of success or failure on the 
part of others, then I am an influential person.: If on 
tho other hand my success or failure passes unnoticed and 
makes no difference, then I'm a person with very little 
influence ••• " "The tact that one has power 1s not nee• 
easarily a mandate to wield power." he says at a point 
later; tt ••• ( the perception by students) that any contri.-
but1on is an effort at power-seeking rather than an effort 
to help students do things they want to. do poses a prob-
lem of changing perceptions 1n the group." 
Out of their clinical experience in working with 
children in groups, Polansky$ Lippitt, and Redl (4'1)_ 
were encouraged to undertake the study of the phenomenon 
·or "behavioral contagion" in enduring organizational 
structure. An incident or behavioral contagion in their 
study was "an event in which a recepient's behavior has 
changed to become •more 11ke' that of the actor o~ ini-
tiator." The creation of similarity of behavior in-a 
~eoipient of action from others was hypothesized to be a 
function of the prestige position of the source oi''~ihtlu-
ence. Additional correspondences concerning impulsiveness 
and relevance of group membership to the child's willing-
ness to exert or receive influence were obtained. 
Finally~ writing of power unde.r the conditions of 
"democratic cooperation," Benne et .!! ( 2) present a com-
plete discussion of the growth and resolution or power 
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conf,l1cts in achieving common action. After a discussion 
of the complex forms power assumes both in a sophisticated 
group and in the relations of the group as a whole to other 
group·s, the remark that "Still the pattern of control~ 
which operates to attain -and-maintain concerted action, to 
suppress contliot, and to determine the ends of cooperation 
ma~ rest essentia1ly on a marked difference of power possessed 
by part1~s to a common action ••• " 
The conditions which determine the existence of power 
both for the group and the individual, the effects of the 
exertion of power, and the der1:vation of benefit from the 
powerful actions of others have been discussed 1n this sec-
tion. Power has been used, as the writer has previously 
mentioned, as both a resultant of group functioning and as 
a determinant or it. With respect to the basic problems 
ot this paper, the.description of relevant literature has 
been somewhat of an excursus, designed to demonstrate that 
we may approach the problems of power from many frames of 
refe_rence, that it is potentiall.y and actually a strong. 
conceptual instrument in the understanding of group process, 
and that 1 t consti tut~s:- a. significant aspect of human be• 
havior in social rela~ions. 
3 . Power as the basis of the pattern ot contro1 ma:v 
also be.the ba:sis of Lewin's "total management pattern,& 
an apparently equivalent concept otherwise incompletely 
defined in his writing~ (34• 35). -
·-Definitions ·and Problems g! 1ru! Concepts .Q! Power ,!ng Benefit 
"Character~" said Duncker {13), "insofar as it is shaped 
by living, is of the type 0£ a resultant solution ••• " No 
person is completely tree in his social interactions. All 
ot us are subject to innl,Ullerable pressures and obligations 
which require us to adhere to a.rather uniform path. Three 
general sources of these pressures may be (a) other.persons 
or acts associated with others (21, 22), (b) the demands of 
the pbysical-psychologieal situation (58), and (c) our own 
goals and values. Each of these, Lewin said, comprises 
"power fields" with reference to our locomotion toward our 
own particular goals. 
This study is not primarily concerned with the influ-
ence upon behavior exerted by own goals and values or with 
non-human surroundings. The reason for omission or non-
JS human influencesl\explained by Newcomb's postulates, and,,.•s 
pal'tly f'or the same reasons that the influences due to own 
goals and values are omit.tad: first, these phenomena con-
stitute a maj~r so~ce of theoretical and methodological 
problems far beyond the scope of this study~ an~ (b) it 
is believed that information concerning the power and 
benefit perceptions of behaving persons with regard to 
the acts or others .may shed a certain amount of light 
upon the peculiar problems encountered whe·n own goals and 
values or non-hwnan surroundings are the sotlI'ces of influ-
ence. It is t~ue, also, that information concerning the 
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ettects of own goals and valu~s is neither in adequate 
supply nor consistency. It is freely admitted that the 
lack of relevant hypotheses and conceptualizations con-
cerning the influence or "own" and physical factors upon 
behavior must be considered in evaluation of·the final 
results o~ this study. 
The preceding sunnnary ot the literature of power and 
benefit ~~-so shown some of. the problew~ and considerations 
whtoh must be met in an adequate definition of the variables. 
The first such consideration rises from the fact that power 
and benefit Hexistu in the perceptions of behaving persons 
and constitute the basic .. data ot thi.s study. 
The implication of this consideration is that the 
exertion of power must be appropriate or relevant to the 
locomotion ·of the perceiving person if it is to tt'•e~:lst" for 
the person. A drug store clerk~ for example, may be very 
·proficient at the dispensing or sundaes or restricted drugs, 
and may alone control Olll' access to these oonnnodities in 
time of' need. These ·skills or "means controls tt to use 
Knickerbocker•s term -- have no appropriateness to our 
behavior when no need exists for the services or the clerk. 
This does not imply that consciousness of such means con-
trol is a necessary criterion for the existence of influ-
ence, however. Lewin clearly states this important fact~ 
"It is likewise doubtful whether one can use conscious-ness as the sole·oriterion o:t whatbelongs'.±n the psy-
chological life space at a given moment in regard to so-
cial facts and relationships. The mother, the father. 
the brothers and sisters are not to be included as reai 
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tacts in the psychological situation of the child 
only when they are immediately present. For 
example, the little child playing in the garden 
behaves differently when he knows his mother is 
at home than when he knows she is out. One can-
not assume that·~his fact is continually in the 
child's consciousness. Also a prohibition or a 
goal can play an essential role in the psycho- · 
logical situation without being clearly present 
in consciousness .••• Here, as in many other cases, 
it is clear that one must distinguish between 
"appearance" and the "underlying realitytl in e. 
dynamic sense. In other words, the phenomenal · 
properties are to be distinguished from the 
conditional-genetic properties of objects and 
events, that is, from the properties which deter-
mine their causal relationships---As far as the con-
ceptual derivation is concerned, one may use effec-
tiveness as the criterion tor·ex1stencet- 'What is 
real is what has effects•" (35, p. 19). 
~erceptions 2f. !! person gf. 1h! ~~potential 
actions of others, insofar as these ;actions are et.fect-ive ---- - --- ---- - --- ----- --------
ill determining locomo·t1on 2£_ percipient_ consti-
basic .Q! perceived :eower_"1,W _2.f_,·th1s stud;x. 
We may assume that the concept of psychological 
existence of- ttappropriateness'• takes cognizance ot the 
fact that it is occasionally true that the expectation 
or anticipation of power alone may act as a deterrent or 
stlnmlant to certain behaviors. A thug holding a gun 
need not shoot to enforce his demands I The child in-
structed by his _parents not to play in the busy street 
may acquiesce to their ~diets simply from fear that he 
will be punished if a possible transgression be discov-
. -
ered by them. This fact is surely included- in Lew1n'a 
statement above, but ·mu.st be made explicit in the·:,.con~ 
ceptue.lization of power. We may note that theoretically 
it makes no difference whether power is expressed in 
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actual behavior or not; the chief question being:, does 
it affect the behavior of the person under consideration? 
An interesting variety ot appropriateness appears 
in these instances where failure to act is a determinant -........ -----
of behavior. The question whether such failures to ~ct are 
to be included within the definition o.f power may be an-
swered in the same manner as before: if :failure toi·· act 
effectively alters the behavior of the perce1v1ng:person, 
then the person with whom the ta11ure is associated is 
' . . 4 perceive~ as a powerful fi,gure. 
The preceding discuss.ion of some of the ·problems and 
considerations involved in the definition of power· has been 
by way of pointing out these .facts: ( a) there·-·may;be· many 
sources of power, but only,. a single source -- other- persons 
-- is of concern to this study; (b) that· only the perceptions 
of the actions or others psychologically existent and rele-
vant to the percipient's own locomotion areNof concern in 
this study's use of power concept; (c) that both potential 
a.nd actual influence may be concei_ved_ as power, to the 
. extent to which they. ,meet the cri ter1on of ·appropriateness; 
and (d) that objective tailUX'e or others to act can, under 
4 Two kinds of such i'ailures could be expected which 
would have dif.fering consequences in the· perception and • _, 
locomotion of the individualt (l) where the other person has 
the ability but not the wish to act in a way supportive to 
p •.s locomotion; and ( ~) where the other person has the abil-
1 ty, but not the wish to intertere·with the locomotion of P• 
The £armer may be perceived as ·harmful top, the second 
beneficial. 
certain conditions, be included .within the definition of 
power to follow. 
In view o:f the foregoing discussion and relevant ·uses 
of the term, power. in the literature, the following defini• 
tion may be offered: power is the perceived actual or antici-
pated ability of another person to determine the goa1s ot the 
perceiving person or of imposing such goals, of aiding in the 
selection of paths or of imposing such paths upon the indi-
vidual whether beneficial. or detrimental. A more formal 
definition may be that power is the perceived ability of 
another person to induce forces in the locomotion of the 
perceiving individual~ and/or the ability of another per-
son to effect the presence or absence of barrier, restraining 
forces, or external forces in the locomotion of a perceiving 
person. 
It may be said that it another person is perceived as 
influencing actually or potentially a person's locomotion 
toward his own goals, a supplementary statement of ,the 
effect or direction or the influence rrom the standpoint 
or the perceiving person is necessary. Thus, influence 
exerted in a way or direction contrary to p 1s own locomotion 
or against his wishes may be considered negative benefit or 
detriment. Influence exerted in a .fashion oonsistent·.}W:tth 
p's own locomotions and wishes may be said to be beneficial 
' ' 
to P• The general term, benefit, ~efers to the direction of 
applied influence with reference to the pre-existing goals, 
values and wishes of the perceiving (-influenced) person. 
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Three reference-·. coml:>ina tions of power and benefit 
are recognized: 
5 (a) No power -- No benefit 
(b) Power -- n~gat1ve benefit 
(c) Power positive benefit 
Combination {a) ts· in explicit recognition that bene-
fit cannot occur in the absence of influence or power. No 
distinction is made between "influence" and "power." 
The above combinations are not intended to imply that 
quantitative differences in power and benefit do not exist 
for the perceiving person. Thus, person A may be per-
ceived by person P to have more influence over P's loco-
motion than does a third pera,on, B. Benefit may vary in 
an equivalent form. 
Definitions g! Social Situations 
It was one of the chief purposes of this study to 
seek an answer to the question. "What is the ef!'eot of 
membership in a small face-to-faoe group under differing 
conditions ot social interaction upon the perception of 
power and benefit?" Four such conditions or situations 
were selected tor study: three. as previously mentioned, 
pertaining to stages in the development of small faee-to-
,1:. 
5 "Zero" power may indicate two different peroeptionst 
(a) the instance when another person may be phenomena.11y 
present, but have no practical power over the percipient•s 
behavior; and (b) the instance where a person is not phenom-
enally present in the group and therefore has no power at all, 
insofar as 1nnnediate locomotion is concerned. 
tace discussion groups, and one as a means of extension 
and comparison of resul·ts. 
The three conditions resembling stages of group devel-
opment as described by Bradford. Lippitt, and others (nota-
bly Thelen and Dickerman) are those of (1) interdependence, 
( 11) independence, and ( 111) ,_dependence. The .fourth situ-
ation is that of competition. 
No effort-will be made to recount the multiplicity of 
studies of the conditions numbere~ above. Not only are 
adequate s~veys of the literature of these and related 
situations available {3~ 11, ·28, 40, 44), but it is also 
true that most are ot no relevance except in t~e definition 
of the situations themselves. That is to say,· the present 
study is concerned only with the effects of the situations 
defined by Bradi'ord !! .@! and that of competition upon 
social perceptions, rather than with the situations them-
selves, in isolation. The theory of the competitive pro-
cess is adequate1,-outl1ned in reference (11) by Deutsch. 
Available studies o·f the inter-relationships of the group 
situations and perceptions have ;been described under the 
heading of "The 11 terature of power and benefi't ~:with re-
spect to group functioning" in another part of this paper. 
la!!! independent social situation (Ind), the goals 
tor the individuals under consideration have the follow+ng 
characteristics: the goal-regions tor each of th& individ-
u~ls are defined so that if a go·al-region is entered by any 
person in the group, the remaining members of the group must 
abandon to a partial. extent their respective goal-regionst 
within the social situation .and mnst enter the goal-regions 
.of :the successful person~·-.: .The ·.rationale of this situation 
and concept of independence is this:' in the independent 
phase or group development, it is not·sutficient mere1y 
to obtain own goals in the, absence o:f group approbation 
and consolidation. Security or position in the group is 
dependent not only upon individual achievement, but a1so 
upon the extent to which the individual's goals become the 
goals or every other member of the group.6 
1n !:. dependent social situation (Dep), the goals for 
individuals under consideration have the following charac-
teristic:: the goal-regions :for each person$ with the ex-
ception of one, is defined so t~at if the goal-region is 
entered by that one 'Speuii:to pe,rson~ the other persons will 
·to a large degree also enter their ~espeotive goal re·g1ons 
in the situation under consideration. 
!!1 !.!! interdependent social. situationJint), the goals 
for individuals under consideration have the following char-
6 The style or definition used here has been borrowed 
from Deutsch (11) for two reasonst (a) to allow maximum 
transposition and generalization of hypotheses and results 
between the two experimentsjr and (b) because of tlle clarity 
of his method. The similarity or de.t'1n1tions he:reand in 
Deutach•s p,aper are readily apparent. Note, however, that 
Deutsch's 'cooperative" situation has no direct parallel 
in this study. The de.fin1t1on or the competitive a1\uat1on 
used here is more r,igorous than his in the sense that it is 
an "all or nothing affair .from the point of view or the 
individual participant. 
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acteristic: the goal-regions for each person in the group 
are defined so that if -the goal-region of any member of 
the group is entered, -all _-oth~r members of the group are 
more likely to enter their respecti~e goal-regions. 
£! !! ColJlRetitive social situation (Oomp) 6 the goals 
for the individuals under consideration have the following 
charaoteristic:: the _goal-regions for each person are de-
fined so that it any one person enters his respective goal-
region. all other members of the group are unable to enter 
their respective goal-regions. Thia situation differs 
from the !.w! situatfon in that the goals in~ are not 
sharable. 
It may be true that the situations here defined are 
rarely$ if ever, approached in "real" life, chiefly for 
the reason that most situations are far more complex in 
the number and variety of goals and the restrictions 
thereon 1n every-day life. It is also true, here as well 
as in Deutsch's original paper, that members of groups 
may be interdependent with respect to certain goals, and 
dependent with respect to others. Other combinations may 
obtain, of course, in many social situations~ Even, as 
in the present experiment, when deliberate attempts are 
made to minimize additional "own" goals and goal relation-
ships, the assumption is always necessary that the experi-
mentally-described situations are -superimposed in an effec-
tive manner upon existing relationships. 
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The que_stion must be asked: can we assume that a 
correspondence exists between the objeetive social situ-
ations experimentally created and the subjective percep-
tions and judgments of participating subjects? This, as 
the present writer understands the concept, refers to the 
problem or veridicality. 
The answer to the question is far from simp1e. It is 
necessary that every study or the relationship of objective 
social situations to individual behavior rest ultimately 
upon the assumption of a coordination of physical {objec-
tive) and perceptual (subjective) worlds. Briefl.y, then, 
social scientfsts, if' they are to accept demonstrated re-
lationships of social and physical factors, can have no 
alternative than to asj~e veridicality. 
It is not enough, uni'ortunately, merely to agree that 
we have no choice o'ther_than to make this assumption. This 
problem has occupied the attentions of many of our foremost 
social soient1sts, with.the res~t that we have some evi-
dence to maintain the assumption. We may refer. for exam-
ple11 to the writings''oi' K8hler, (27)$ Kotfka. ( 26), Snygg 
and Combs ( 50), andr_Krech and Crutchfield (28);· and to the 
other evidence gathered by Gardner Murphy and associates 
( 31), Heider ( 20), Sherif ( 46), and Sherif and· Cantril-. ( 49) • 
The conclusion of-these writers and investigators con-
cerning perception and "reali_ty" seems to be that perception 
(including social.perception) "which is taken as· the proto-
type of all ~ogn1 t1ve precesses, is not an addi-tive build-up. 
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It i·s not merely an intellectual a:rtair. Perceptions are 
organized and strue~red products. And organization or 
structuring 1s a bipolar affair which is jointly determined 
by both external stimulus factors and internal directive 
.factors (47)."8 That is to say, perception reflects both 
"subjective" and "objective" worlds. 
Sheri_:f remaI'ks at a.no ther place upon the problem: 
"It is becoming more and more etident that t,erceptual, 
judgmental~ motiyational, and other reactions of the 
individual member in a group situation can be ade-
quately studied only by placing him in the group set-
ting or which he is a part. And this. in turn, implies 
that~ effects of group situations !!!.4 partieipati9n 
.!! .!. sroup member will l2.!_ reflected even !!! !!tl!.-
ti vely simple discriminations {Judgments), Rerceptions, 
and other reactions of the individual. This being the "cii'se, the effects o~~ro'u'p situations, and the change 
brought about in attitudes ••• ean be studied in terms 
of precise laboratory experiments, such as the cur-
rently accumulating judgment and perception studies. 
This will constitute a significant advance in method 
over observation of the actual behavioral events alone ••• 
If the psychological significance of the actual behav- • 
ioral events can be epitomized and measured in terms of 
representative judgmental and perceptual situations, we 
shall be achieving a methodological gain close to the 
laboratory level" (48~ p. 421-2). (Emphasis in original.) 
8 
Wright, Barker,!!!.!, {58) ba.ve showni\ by the 
method of behavioral observation$ remarkable consistencies 
in behavior which can only be explained by the fact that 
certain physical-social situations are perceived in common 
ways. They have, in part, utilized these consistencies 
in the enumeration of "behavior settings", 1. e., loci ot 
behavior in which individuals comm.only perceive only cer-
tain actions to be appropriate. Examples of such loci 0£ 
behavior are "drug _store," ffband stand," "classroom," etc. 
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ll!,s ~Basic~ of·!h!!, Stud,: 
Before undertaking the theoretical section of this 
paper, it is necessary that the reader be familiarized 
with certain procedural plans which will s~rve to limit 
and determine the followin•g sections. A complete account 
/ 
of the plan of the experiment will. be given in a·subse-
qu:en,t chapter. 
Out of: many possible ·factors~ this study has chosen 
to £oeus primarily upon the relationship 0£ four group 
situations to the p~rceptiona of individual group 'ni~nlbers 
of certain power and benefit categories •. A secondary 
.to·cus has to do With. the. description of certain ····general 
relationships among.these several .variables without·nec-
essary reference to dif£erences among group situations. 
The general plan of·this study was to attempt to 
establish by appropriate rewards and instructions the 
£our group conditions described in this section. Eleven 
groups or subjects, six members to a group, were usedJ 
three groups were to function under conditions of Inde-
pendence. three under conditions of Dependence, three 
under Interdependence, and two unde·r competitive conditions~ 
Each group met for one one hour period on each of ·three 
successive days to discuss certain case history material. 
At the end of the allotted discussion period each day 
every member 0£ each group completed a number of rating 
scales designed to obtain the following basic data for this 
study; 
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1)· Perceptions-by each member of the power over the 
group possessed by each other member of his group; 
2) Per~eptions by each member of the power over the 
group he himself' possassed·J 
3) Perceptions by each member of the benefit to the 
group ot the actions of each other member in his group; 
4) Perceptions by each member of the extent to which 
he himself' was beneficial to the· group; 
5) Perceptions by each individual of his satisfaction 
or liking for his r_espective group meeting; 
6) Perceptions by each member of the benefit to him-
self of the actions of each other member of his group; 
7) Perceptions of each member of the power over 
himself possessed by each other member of his group. 
All perceptions described above are in forms of rating 
scales made by each group member for a particular day. 
Rating scales and the assuµtptions necessary ~or their use ' , i 
in this experiment are described in a subsequent chapter 
also. 
In addition to the above perceptions~ additionai basic 
data were obtained ~rom optional descriptive comments and 
critioisms by each pel'son about his group meeting for a 
given day. 
The following chapters will be. concerned with the 
dev~lopment or formulations ~or the power and benefit 
variables, the addition of psychological assumptions, 
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derivations of hypotheses, description of the experiment$ 
results, and interpretation of the results. 
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II. THEORETICAL 
'-What happens psychologically when someone attempts 
to influence the behavior of another person?" asks 
Cartwright (7). "The answer$ in broad outline, may be 
described as f'ollov,s: fo influence behavior, a chain of 
processes must be initiated within the person. These 
processes are complex and 1nterre1ated, but in broad 
terms they may be characterized as: (j} creating a par-
ticular cognitive structure, (11) creatin~ a particular 
motivational structure, and (iii.) creating a particular 
behavioral faction) structure. In other words, behavior 
1a determined by the belie.ts, opinions and •.tacts• a per-
. son possesses; by·:·the needs, goals, and values he has; 
and by the momentary·control held over his behavior by 
given features ot his cognitive and emotional structure. 
To influence behavior 'from the outside' requires·the 
ability to influence these.determinants in a part1cu1ar 
way." 
The purpose of the remainder of this chapter is to 
attempt to fornrulate so,me o:r the basic conditions necessary 
tor the initiation or the "chain of processes" within a 
parson_wbich lead to change in his behavior, to relate 
these conditions to the concepts -0f power with benefit·. by 
means of certain additional psychological assumptions$ and 
finally_ to relate certain characteristics ot the various 
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group situations to the basic conditions for the perception 
of power with benefit .with the aim of deriving hypotheses 
appropriate to this studyo 
Conditions !Q!:.. Perception S!!. Pgwer 
The purpose or the application .of power, as·sufuing this 
behavior to be motivated, is the reduction or d!sso1ut1on of 
obstacles which tend to impede the locomotioil or self and/or 
1 others toward soma particular goal. Power is applied to 
another peraon in an a ttefitp·t to influence this condttct, 1.e •, 
set\ in m,tion the requi3:ed 'Complex "chain;'.ot processes" 
which lead to alteration·in behavior, wheri this change 1n 
conduct will in turn produce increase:d;i-po:ss:to1If.tioes .·:tor 
need satisfaction for either or both interacting personso 
The first assumption of this pa.per, then, insofar as 
deterrnination of the ·conditions for power is concerned, is 
that power behavior, li~e all other behavior, is ~otivate~; 
secondly, it is directed toward need satisfaction in either 
or both persons involved. Power, of course, can be used 
for altruistic or philanthropioal purposes as well as ror 
gratification of own needs, although self-gratification 
1 ·It has also been suggested to the writer.that a 
power relationship may exist in such a manner that one per-
son becomes an "extens1on" of the motives of another. The 
off'ice manager.who has a secretary to. typehis·letters is· 
such an example. 
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may be the "ultimate" end. 
But these statements concern the exertion of power, 
and, as others (e~ g., 43) have shown$ the amount or. 
attempted power in a ·small discussion group by a given 
member bears 11 ttle relation to the amount of power he 
is perceived by others to possess. It is with the latter 
that this study concerns itself, and it 1s for the per-
ception of power that conditions must be established. 
We can draw several implications concerning the 
perception of power attempts originating in others: 
First, with reference to the oognit~ve structure of 
the individual:. 
01. The actions of others 11 it received, will be 
interpreted differentially to tije extent to which they 
are consistent with the prevailing cognitive structure 
of the perceiving person. "Messages" from others (wheth-
er verbal or gestural) wil~ be aco_epted or rejected by 
the perceiving person· to the degree to which they tend 
to "disrupt" or "augment" the existing co'ttfii tive struc-
ture of the individual. 
02. The differential acknowl.edgemerit: or: cstners l '..actions 
will be related also to the· nstrength" of the existing 
cognitive structure of the perceiving individual. In the-
absence of firmly_held belief's, opinions, and "facts" about 
some· category or events, "messages" can be incorporated 
with a minimally disruptive effect; and~' if a tendency 
toward completeness of cognitive organization can be assumed 
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messages under this condition will be more likely to be 
accepted. 
Each of the foregoing implicitly demands a recogni-
tion of some level o·f ·motivation of the perceiving indi-
vidual: 
Ml. The attractiveness of the actions of others is 
also related to the extent to which these actions are 
seen to be consistent .with the percei'vip.g person's own 
locomotion toward some set of goals. A given action will 
be accepted as consistent or appropriate to an individual's 
locomotion if the actions conform ·to the person's larger 
cognitive structure·. 
M2. In the presence of several possible acticirts 
... ' ; .. , perceived to be consistent with or appropriate to ·own 
locomotion, aoceptance·w111 also be in terms o:r mihl:. 
mum: effort .for the individual. That is to say, those 
actions which are seen to enable the individual to reach 
his goal with less expenditure of energy or those which 
allow him to achieve a greater number of possible goals 
will tend to be accepted. 
M3. Actions of others will also tend to be accepted 
in terms of the perceived needs ot others which the· ac-
tion represents. ·This may refer to either the perceived. 
intent or motive of another person who is attempting in 
some way to influence t:tie activity of the percipient. To 
the extent to which the perceived intent or motive of an-
other tends to correspond with own intents or motive~ ac-
tions representative or those intents will be accepted. 
The forgoing may be utilized £or the examination of 
a specific psychological situation, namely, where the' 
actions of some other person tend to reduce need satisfac-
tion possibilities of a p~rcipient. We may suppose that 
in this event, pressures will arise wh1ehw1ll tend to 
restore or reinstitute the previous condition of the 
individual. Those actions or others which tend to reduce 
need satisfaction possibilities of another person are 
detrimehta'i to the latter; those actions which tend to 
increase need satisfaction possibilities tor an individual. 
tend to be bene.ficial to him. .Any action: •2! another ;eerson 
which tends !2. disturb existing state Q!. functioning 
!2.£ the individual is ·a powerful action. 
. . 
If satisfaction of own needs is in some way dependent 
upon the actions of another person, the existence of in-
consistent goals ·of the two indi.viduals tends to lessen 
opportunities :for need.satisfaction of the perceiving per-
son. Conversely, if satisfaction of own needs is not de-
pendent upon the actions of other persons, the existence 
of inconsistent goals tends not to have a substantial ef-
fect upon satisfaction of own needs. 
The preceding statements can be clarified by reference 
to the following formulations: 
Perceived.Power: f (NO, IG, Mot), where NO is the 
perceived need for the actions of others for own need 
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satisfaction, IG 1s the perceived inconsistency of own 
and others' goals, and Mot refers to the level of moti-
vation or the per~eiving person. 
In terms of this functional relationship, the actions 
or others which are ·(a) perceived to be necessary to own 
need satisfaction and (b) directed in some manner toward 
goals different from own goals will be given a clertain 
level of own motivation, pe~eeived as powerful actions. 
There are several implications of the formu1at1on 
\ 
which are of immediate importance:. 
(l) Where a need for the actions of others exists 
{NO>O) and others are perceived to be locomoting toward 
precisely consistent goals (i.e., goals perceived to be 
identical with own goals)~- there will be a low level of 
perceived power oX others in the stated relationship with 
the perceiving person. 
(2) Where there is no need for the actions of others 
(NO - O), and there is complete identioality of goals, 
there will be a minimum. of perceived power. Implications 
(1) and (2) represent extremes or boundi~g limits for the 
perception of'power~ 
(3) If'NO>O~ :~d some inconsistency of goals is 
perceived to exi~t {IG>O), the actions of others will be 
perc~ived to be powerful. 
The "consistency" of own and others' goals refers to 
the extent to which they are-perceived to ov~rlap, to be 
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sharable, or lie in the same "direction" with reference to 
the perceiving person's own locomotion. We may suppose 
. ,'. 
that, pbenomenologically,,dit.terences in ability among 
individuals within a small discussion group may be UJ1der-
stood in terms of individual differences of sub-goals, so 
that a person perceived to be of high ability in a group 
is also perceived to be the possessor of different goals 
to a certain extent, even though both actor and percipient 
are working -toward identical ultimate goals. 
It must be carefully noted that 1n the present formu-
lations means or paths may occasionally assume the charac-
ter of goa1s {o~, better, sub-goals). Thus, where "ulti-
mate• goals may be identical, lesser goals may not be and 
power actions may be perceived it NO>O. 
Among a nunber of members of a single small discussion 
group, the "average" level of power may be de~ined in 
approximately the same terms as perceived power by the 
individual. In a small group, the general level of 
power will be: 
GPL: (MNO, IG$ Mot), where GPL is the general power 
level, MNO is the mutuality· of need tor the actions of others, 
- IG is the .inconsistency of goals, and Mot is the ootivational 
level ot each pa.rt1c1pante 
The preceding formulations are intended to be in the 
nature or coordinating definitions which will al1ow the 
. . 
derivation of hypotheses-from:the social situations to the 
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perceptions of ind1vidua1 members or a group under consider-
ation. 
Pereeptign g! Benefit 
Since the preceding statement of power has been con-
cerned with amount of perceived power, consideration should 
also be given to the directional. aspect of power. Benefit, 
in these terms, is corollary to power, since it is to be 
compare~ with the direction of power applications with 
> 
reference to the locomotion or the perceiving person. 
I . 
Power is not only a prerequisite to benefit, but is 
also a limiting factor in the amount ~f benefit which may 
occur, excepting of course fortuitous benefit. The rela-
tionship between power and benefit cannot be supposed to 
be monotonic in the sense that increasing power is always 
accompanied by increasing benefit (where benefit may be 
either positive or negative). Such an assumption would 
overlook the 1mportant findings or the processes of 
cognitive reorganization., among other thfngs. 2 We could· 
expect, tor example. that power applied in a detrimental 
manner may set in motion the processes of cognitive reor-
2 It is recognized that benefit is not a unitary as-
pect of power, but may be conceived as a resultant in some 
instances of both positive and negative effects upon own 
locomotion by some other person•~ actions. This is partic-
ularly important in this study, since reported benefit or 
other's actions probably is a kind of "summary" of a num-
ber of both positive and negative influences from others. 
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ganization (such as rationalization) which would suddenly 
shift the benefit perceived to the positive side of the 
ledger. 
This study takes the additional position that it power 
is·spplied, it has either a detrimental or beneficial effect 
upon the locomotion of the perceiving person. This is to 
~,-~,: U behavior is influenced, ll is influenced !.n 
.!.2!!!! fashion with respect 12. wishes, values, .!!19. goals 
2.!:, perceiving person. 
An important fact is that the conditions ,for the 
perception of positive or negative benefit :must be stated 
in terms 0£ the cognitive and motivational structures or 
the percipient, for it is here'·,~that evaluation of the ef-
forts 0£ others takes piace. Further. it is necessary here, 
as in the redaction of powe·r to take specific cognizance of 
the necessity for coordination or situational to perceptual 
variables. 
Deutsch -developed the concept of the "rivalry" ratio 
which; with some modification, may be ot value in the for-
mulation of the conditions for benefit. The rivalry ratio, 
briefly. is an index of the perceived locomotion of others 
towaY.d their goals with reference to own locomotion toward 
own goals. 
Rivalry ratio:. Locomoting person's distance to his goal 
Perceiving person's distance to own goal 
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In the present study, it the actions of other people 
are perceived. they will be evaluated by the percipient 
(to the extent to which others' actions are powerful) 
as either lessening or increasing the percipient's own 
distance to his goal. It is always assumed that when 
another person locomotes~ he is moving toward some goal, 
al though the percipient of others' locomo.tions may not be 
always completely aware of the motive or intent for others• 
actions. In view of this, the relatively static concept 
of the rivalry ratio may be modified as follows: 
Perceived 
Benefit -
Locomotion of another person toward his own goals 
Locomotion or self toward own goals 
The following impl1c1ations of this formulation are 
of importance to this study: 
(1) If the actions of others toward their goals 
aids the perceiving pers~~•s own locomotion to his goal, 
the perceived actions of others are -positively beneficial 
to the individual. 
(2) If the actions of others toward their goals hin-
ders the perceiving person's locomotion to his own goal, 
the actions of others are negatively beneficial to the 
perceiving person. 
The relationship of these formulations to the existence 
of consistent goals and need for others should be easily 
seen. The amount of power present (1. e., the existence 
of consistent goals and need for others) is a determinant 
o.f the limit and amount of benefit when a "locomotion" 
concept is employed ot the kind described 1n this section. 
Implications Qf. Group Situations 
The purpose of this step in the theoretical development 
is to relate the conditions for the occurrence of power with 
benefit to certain characteristics ot the group situations 
with the aim of the development of hypotheses for the present 
study. Each of the four group situations will again be 
defined as formerly~ followed by the eduction of ce~tain 
implications of characteristics relevant to the conditions 
for power with benefit. 
In the Ind situation, the chief' characteristics are: 
the goal-regions for each of the individuals undma consid-
eration are de.fined so that 1.f certain goal-regions are 
entered by any .person in the group~ the remaining members 
ot the group will be unable to enter certain ot their re-
spective goal-regions within the social situation and mus~ 
enter the goa1..::;regions of the successful person. 
1. The locomotion o:f a given person toward his own goals 
is dependent_not only ,ipon his .own abilities, etc., but 
also to a certain extent the ability ot each other person 
in his group to. aid or hinder his locomotion. This is true 
of all described situations. In the Ind, however, the final 
achievement of own g9~l~
1
requires that each other person give 
up·. differing goals and enter the goal region o:f --_ the success-
tul person. This am:r~t~ to a necessity for any __ given per-
son, if he is to be successful, to alter the cognitive and 
nntivational structures of other members ot the group. 
l.&. There w1l1 be, initially at least, a dive'rgence or 
own goals among the members of the group. 
lB. There will be, finally at least, a high need tor the 
actions of others to achieve own need satisfaction. 
2. As any one person locomotes toward his ov,n goals$ the 
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opportuni_ties :for need satisfaction for each other person in 
the group decreases, p~ticularly in the initial stages of 
locomotion. In the £1na1 states, it new goals have been 
accepted by each member or the group, the 1ocomot1on of 
any one person toward his goals increases possibilities for 
need satisfaction ror all other persons. 
In the Int situation, the chief characteristics are: 
the goals forindi vi duals are defined ·-so, that if the goal 
region of any ·member of the group is "entered, all other 
members of the group also reach their respective goal 
regions. 
1. The locomotion of a given person toward his _9wn goals 
is dependent upon the success of each other person in ob-
taining his paPticular goal. 
lA.. There will be but little d1•ergenee of own goals among 
members of the group. 
lB. There will be a high,de.gree of need for the actions of 
others to .achieve own need '1!:a.tisfaetion. 
2. As any one person 1ocomotes toward his own·goal, each 
other person in the group also locomotes toward his own 
goal. 
In the Dep situation, the chief characteristics are: 
the goal-regions for each person are so defined that if a 
particul~ per~.on enters his own goal region., all others 
also reach· their respective goals. 
---· •. ,f"!:,;;, 
1. The locomotion of a g·tven "member'' toward his own goal 
region is·dependent upon 'the success of the "leader" in 
reaching his own goal region. 
lA. There will be very little divergence of goals among 
members or the:group. 
lB_. There will be a high degree or need for the actions ot 
a specific person for satisfaction or own needs. but less 
need for the actions of each non-leader member of. the group. · 
2. As any siecific person locomotes.toward his own goals, 
each "member also loeomotes toward his own goals, but a 
non-leader is generally unable to loeomote toward own goals 
in the absence of locomotion by the leader. 
In the 2.2.!m. situation, the chief ·charaete:ristics are: 
the goal-regions for individuals are defined so that if any 
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given person enters his goal-region. all other persons are 
unable to enter their goal-regions. This situation differs 
from the Ind situation in that the goa1s in Comp are no~ 
sharable.-
1. The achievement of the goal by only one member implies 
that all other members do.not reach their respective goals. 
lA. There will be much divergence of goals among members 
of the group. 
lB. There will be minimal need for the actions of others to 
achieve own need satisfaction. 
2. ·As any person in the group locomotes toward.his own goal. 
each other person in the group becomes progressively further 
from his own goal •. 
,, 
Hypotheses .2!, Study 
Two kinds· of power and beneti.t will be distinguished: 
( a) perceived power of others over the group and perceived 
benefit of others to the group; and (b) perceived power or 
others over the individual and perceived benefit or others 
to the individual. This distinction is made on the grounds 
that each may have differing psychological consequences.for 
the individual. percipient in a group situation. For example, 
person A may. perceive B to have a great .deal of power over 
or benefit to the group other than A, but perceive B to have 
relativel~ little influence over A himself. The converse 
would also be true. 
Undoubtedly, the.two sets of perceptions are closely 
related in at least two ways: first, 'lf B possesses a great 
deal of influence over .the group, and it A's success depe!}dS 
upon what other members of his group do, then::.B has at least 
indirect influence. over A's activities as well. Secondly. 1~ 
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it is true, as mu.oh clinical experience indicates, that a 
person's conception of his "group" 1s largely 1n terms of 
his own needs and values, then an additional correspondence 
will exist between perceived power of others over the group 
and over the individual, and between perceived benefit of 
others to the, group and to the individual. 
In view of these two possible sources ot relationship 
.:t,etween the two power and two bene1'i t categories, the 
following hypothesis may be formed: 
Hypothesis IA: There will be a pos1tlve:relationship 
between perceived power 01' others over the group and 
perceived power of others over the individual. 
H'Y})othesis IB: There will be a positive relationship 
between perceived benefit to the group and perceived 
benefit to the individual attributed to other members 
of the vari~us groups. 
It must be noted that the above hypotheses do not 
refer to any differences among group situations, since it 
1s expected that these relationships will generally exist. 
It is now possible to return to the preceding sections 
ot this chapter for the purpose of deriving additional hy-
potheses for the study. 
From;the application of power and benefit concepts to 
the characteristics of the group situations, we may expect 
that the extent of the relationship between perceived power 
over the group and over the 1ndividua]. will be minimized in 
those situations where the individual may loeomote in rela-
tive isolation from his fellow group members, 1. e., where 
NO approaches o. In the Comp situation, for ex~mple, what 
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helps or harms other members of the group respectively 
harms or helps the individual, until the zero point 1s-
reached. When NO is equal to zero, what influences the .-
·:rest ot the. group has n~ effect upon the functioning of 
another member. Since it is dif':ficult to assume in the 
prese~t study that NO is ever zero, the previous statement 
that some positive relationship between the two 11ariables 
exists still applies. Demonstration of the validity o_f· 
the general re1~tionsh1p, ?f course, is dependent upon 
verification of the first llypothese_s • 
. Hypothe,.!-s IC: There will tend to be differences in the extent of the positive relationship between per-ceived.power of others over the group and over the 
individual among the four group situations. The ex-pected order of the relationships, from highest· to lowest, will be: (1) Int., (2) Ind, (3) Dep, and (4) 
Comp., 
And, for benefit: 
Hypothesis ID: There will tend to be differences in the extent of the positive relationship bet~een per~ ceived benefit of others to the group·and to the in-dividual. The order of the expected·differences will 
be, from highest to lowest;, (1) Int, (2) Dep, (3) Ind,-and (4) Comp. - , 
. 
The relative ox-ders of the -~nd and· Dep grQup situations 
in the_ above hypotheses "-'.M' to be· considered somewhat t~nta-
t1 ve. The basis for the primary position of Ind in hypothesis 
IC is that it is necessary in the Ind situation ~or a success-
ful.person to attempt to 1fsell" his po-int of view to, the rest 
of his group; the successful person is forced to "go along" 
with the group~ but may be nonetheless influenced by the 
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successful person. even though against his wishes. In 
view or this possibility -- that dissatisfaction may occur 
if the individual is forced to give up his own goals -- the 
relationship between perceived benefit to the group and ben-
efit to the individual will be lowered. As an example, 
person A may see that another-person, B, has successfully 
convinced each other person of the "rightness" of his acts, 
1. e., that B's acts are of value to them; A may disagree, 
but go along yd th the rest of the group out of necessity, 
perceiving B's actions to be detrimental to him. In the Dep 
situation, only one person is capable of exerting a great 
amount of power.or benefit; the resulting relationship, 
when all other persons in the group are included. will tend 
to be ·1owered insofar as power is concerned. If any member 
of the Dep group performs any useful aotion, however, all 
tend to benefit from it, thus making the relation between 
benefit to the group and benefit to the individual higher. 
We may expect also a degree or homogeneity among non-leaders 
of the Dep group_in power and benefit which would tend_to 
lower a correlation coefficient of the two sets of ratings 
used in this study. 
It is also of value to the present study to define the· 
average levels of power and benefit whieh exist within the-
various group situations. These averages may have three 
distinct uses: first, support may be given to the basic 
formulation of power and benefit described earlier in this 
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chapter; secondly, further tests may be applied with the 
. purpose of discerning the nature or the distributions ot 
power and benefit within each type; and, finally, indica-
tions may be received of the possibility for individual 
change within a particular type of group situation. In the 
last category. a higher level of power perceived in the 
actions of others is an indication that the individual is 
being influenced, 1. e., is being changed, with either 
greater facility or more frequently. 
The first of the hypotheses concerning the average 
levels of power ·and benefit to be expected are: 
Hypothesis IIA: There will tend to be differences 
among the .four group situations in the average a-
mount of power attributed to the actions of others 
over the self. The order of these ·averages, fr.om, 
the highest to lowest, will tend to be: {l) Ind, (2) Dep, (3) Int, and (4) Comp. 
Hypothesis IIB: There will tend to be differences 
among the four group situations in the average a-
mount of power over the group attributed to the 
actions of other persons. The order of: these aver-
ages, from highest to·lowest, will tend. to be: (1) 
Ind~ (2) Dep., (3) Int, and (4) 'Comp. 
The relative orders of the various group- situations 
has already been partially.. discussed above. The orders 
may be rurthe?' ~lari:fied by noting that there is no nec,es-
si ty to exert power and there is less perception of :p<;r~!er 
when each other person is perceived to share one's goals 
and be in a mutual need satisfaction w1 th him { where NO is 
high, but IG approaches O). The Int situation is of this 
type and is therefore placed third in.the two sets of ranks. 
The Comp situation is typical of the second bounding limit 
upon the perception of power, f?r here NO isl.ow, while 
IG me.y or may not be high. It is presumed that IG is high 
in the Comp situation~ however. The relative placements 
of the Int and De:p situations is more difficult, but the 
given order is based upon the ass~ption that there is 
less mutual need satis!'action 1n:';the Dep, but a possible 
. greater consistency of goals than in the Int situation. 
In the ·nep situation, only one person generally determines 
what the goals of the group· shall be. hence consistency 
approaches complete unity. It would appear that the im-
portant determinant of relative position of the ~wo groups 
would be the distribution of ratings given, i.e._ the 
average amounts of power or benefit would be altered in 
the Dep situation if leader and members are not homogen-
eous. The relative placements ot the Dep and Int situations 
must be considered tentative. 
Reference to the group characteristics reveals also 
what may be expected of the average levels of benefit with-
in the situations; 
Hypothesis IICt There will tend to be differences among 
four group types in the average amount of benefit to the 
individual attributed to the actions of other persons. 
The order 0£ these averages, from highest to lowest, will 
tend to be: (1) Int. (2) Dep, (3) Ind., and (4) Comp. 
And~ if hypothesis IIB is demonstrated: 
Hypothesis IID: There will tend to be differences among 
the.four group types in the average amount of benefit to 
the group attributed to the actions of other persons. 
The order of these averages~ from highest to lowest, 
will tend to be: ( l). Ind$ ( 2) Int, (3) Dep, and ( 4) Comp. 
Again the relative rankings of the four situations ; 
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should be clarif'ied. That the highest amount of positive 
benefit to the group should ooeur in the Ind situation 
while' thls situation is ranked third in benefit to the in-
dividual may be surprising. It must be remembered that an 
action by an individual. in this situation may be directed 
toward either the group goal or own goal or both, since 
we may expect both to lie in the same "direction" for the 
acting. individual. However. if' any person in the group is 
successful in obtaining both goals, the implication is that 
each other person must at least partially giv~ up his own 
goals, and that therefore the actions of' the others will be 
less beneficial to the perceiving ind1vidua1. Marked dif-
ferences among the first three situations' ranks are not 
to be expected, however, particul~rly in the hypothesis 
concerning benefit to the group (IID). 
It is still unolar1f'1ed why the Ind situation should 
be expected to rank first in this hypothesis (IID). Again. 
a characteristic of the group situation must be borne in 
mind with reference to the bel!e.f1t formulation. The amount 
of power expected is closely related to the amount of ben-
efit which may occur, of course, and in this sense a grea-
ter amount of power is expected to occur in the Ind situa-
tion which may produce benefit. That positive benerit is 
expected rather than negative is due to the fact that one 
of the characteristics of the Ind situation is that as any 
person moves toward the group's goals~ so also do other 
members of the group, just as in the Dep and Int eitua~ions. 
The amount of power present, however., ·would allow a. 
greater .. amount: of\;benefit than "could be expected in 
Int or Dep situations. Again,, the question of the dis-
' tr1bution of perceptions within the group may a1'fect the 
relative positions ot Int and Dep _to a certain extent._ 
The Comp situation, of course. ranks lowest in both 
benefit categories as in the two p~wer hypotheses. The 
·question· ot benefit to the group· in ·the Oomp situation 
1,p·:sot · realistic, since there is no reason ~o .suppose 
any person will del.1berately at~empt benefit to tne . 
. - To'-"ARD 
group since 1 t wil1 injure his own etf_orts _ 1'o hi~ goal. 
A similar argument precludes the pos~ibility·of indi-
vidual benefit to anot~er individual in the group, since 
assistance to another 1mpl1e3 harm to the selt. 
A1related,.problem,to the average_ levels of power 
and benefit is that of the emergence of "heads" (37), 
or those who deviate markedly rrom the remainder of the 
group in either power or banefit_to the group or.indi-
vidual. This problem is concerned with the question or 
the homogeneity of ratings of power and benefit given 
other persons. We should expect, for example, that the 
Dep situation should be characterized by the presence of 
consistent ratings of one person, the·"leader~" to be 
high in both power and benefit categories, while non-
leaders ("members") will be homogeneously rated much 
lower. No formal hypotheses will be ot.fered at this 
point with respect to the homogeneity of ratings received, 
., 
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except to note that the characteristics of the group 
situations will allow the inferences that on both 
power and benet1 t tttt? Int situation should be·:{rela-
ti vely homogeneous, .the Ind moderately,heterogeneous, 
and the Comp also homogeneous. 
Another set of basic data of this study which 
are of importance are those which contain the 1nd1-
v1duals t own estimates of their power over or bene-
f'i t to the groupo There is no measure of the indi-
vidual's power over his own actions. of course. Judg-
ment of the power or benefit of others either to the '•Jc' f, ·-·•. 
self or; to the group is. a relatively easy t~_sk_ when 
P?mpared to ·the asse~~~ent or -own impact l:lpon. the i,:-est 
of·the members of~ gr~up. Thia :",selt-assessment :,re-• 
l ~· · . ..:; • ; __ i 
q~res a certain de~~e of social sensitiyity on _J;he. 
p,r~ ot the perceiving ~f!rson, as well as an i.amount · 
of willingness to state his opinion of, himself:,tc;> the 
• C 1,r • •. • •-,--•~ •• "";! 
~nvestigator. We may expect that this kind 0±\~~~1~; 
p~~ssure may act at least to depress the amount ot 
;, r.''." ). ~: ~" 
,s~lr-ratings which may ~e ~ec~1ved in the:. study •. ,;_, 
Sharif and Cant;ril ( •9) have given~ in:: their, . 
work on the probl&~,oJ:. group norms, an i~dic~t*OE,;,,~f 
what may be expect~4, in terms of self-ass~asme11-,t~,t.>:-:Jt 
may be believed that, in general, the stronger the 
norms of the group of which an individual 1s a member, 
the more:.accurately he will b.e able to. judge his own 
actions. For present purposes, group norms are equated 
' · to the extent of commonality (concordance) o:f.' per-
ceptions of the power and benefit attributed to the 
adtionsiot others in the grdup. Accuracy of s~lt-
perceptions refers to the extent to which' self esti- . 
mates of power or benefit deviate from average ratings 
ot power or benefit received from other members or the 
group. 
Hypothesis III: Tb.ere will tend to be differences 
among the four group situations in the extent to 
which the~e is concordance of perceptions of the 
actions ot others. 
A. The order of the expected concordances of 
perceptions of the power of others over the 
group will tend to be:: (1) Int, (8) Dep, (3) 
Ind, and (4} Comp. 
B. The order of expected concordances ot per-
ceptions of the benefit of others to the group 
will tend to be: (1) Int, (2) Dep, (3) Ind, 
·a~d (4) Comp. 
Because there ar,e ·no self~estimates of 'power br,· 
benefit to the individual and because of difficulties .. ,,,.,. " ~: , ' 'J. 
in obtaining accurS:ttt'~asures of concordance when this 
ranking is missing,.iio indication of the concordance of 
perceptions of the power o~ bener1t of others to the 
individual will be attempted. 
The relative ranking of the four group situations 
above is premised upon the. belief that group norms 
are directly related to the extent of common goals with-
in a group. It the actions of others are evaluated in 
terms or the individual's own needs and goals, those who 
possess ·similar need-goal structures will tend to .judge 
the same "objective" events in a similar way insofar as 
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these events are psychological facts tor the individual._ 
In the same manner, own actions c~Ii be judged more accu~ 
rately-when_there are sucp. common frames of reference: . 
Hypothesis IVA.: . There will tend to· be differences 
among group situations in the extent ·to which in-
dividuals are able accurately to judge their own 
,power over the group. The order of expected accuracy~ 
~rom highest.to lowest averages, will tend to bet 
. (1) Int, {g) Dep, (3) Ind, ,(:4) Comp. . 
Hypothesis IVB: There will tend to be dif£erences 
among group situations in the extent to which indi-
viduals are able accu:rate·ly to judge their own ben-
e.t1 t to the group. The order.o.f expected accuracy, 
from highest to lowest averages, will tend to be:. 
( 1) Int, ( 2) Dep, ( 3) Ind,. ( 4) Comp. . 
If power is the extent to which others can influence 
own behavior, then in those situations where power is 
highest we should over a period of time expect a lessening 
discrepancy between the 1nd1vidual 1s perception of his 
own power and benefit to the group and the perce~tion of 
others as to how powerful or beneficial t~ey·believe him 
to be. This may reflect the development o.f. group norms, 
although they are· primarily related to the extent of com-
-
mon or consistent goals, or they may indic~te that learn-
ing through the actions of others is taking place, e.g., 
through rebuffs, courteous attention when speaking, etc. 
Actually, group norms may change in the powerful situations 
(such as Ind), particularly if there are persons with 
extreme power, since the goals of one person or a few per-
sons may become the goals .of the entire group. Because 
of the di.fticulty in stating what ·increases should be ex-
pected in group norme -- e. g._, is a rise of 15~ in Int 
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norms equivalent to a rise of 15% in Comp norms? -- no 
formal framing ·of expected norm changes will be· made •. 
Since this study proposes to hold three.group meetings 
over a period of three days for ea.eh group, it is possible 
to observe changes in self-ratings over that period. In 
view of the statements made in the previous paragraph con-
cerning possible learning effects in "powerful" situations, 
the following hypo~heses may be formed: 
Hypothesis V: There will tend to be incraasing·ac~ 
curacy ot perception of own power over the group ove~ 
the three day observational period. The following 
order of extent of increasing accuracy, from highest 
to lowest among the four groul,) situations, will tend 
to exist: (1) Ind, (2) Int, ('3} Dep, and (4) Comp. 
Hypothesis VA: There will tend to be increasing ac-
curacy of perception of own benefit to the group 
among the four group situations over the observa-
tional -period of three days. The order of increas"." 
ing accuracy, from highest to lowest, will tend to 
be: (1) Ind, (2)' Int, (3) Dep, and (4) Comp. 
Soma General Relation~hi.ruf 
Are there psychologically meaningful relationships 
' 
among the variables other than those discussed?· There· 
are many possible combinations which might be attempted, 
of course, but those to be described here are believed to 
be or particular relevance to the present study. 
One may raise the question whether accuracy of self• 
perception of own power or benefit to the group is related 
to ratings given others, ratings received trom others, or 
with satiata~tion. · For ex.ample., Polansky~ Lippitt,, and 
Redl (43) bave suggested that,, among other things.,-saeur-
ity of' own position (which they equate to accuracy of 
self-perceptions) is an important determinant of whether 
a person will be susceptible to influence ".from the out-
side." In terms of the present study, this may furnish 
an interesting rel~tionship which may easily be tested. 
In the terms employed here, we may suppose that 
those people who accurate1y perceive their own positions 
in the group also J!!:!. !!!Q,!;!. aware 2! extent 2f. which 
thex depend upon others £or Q:!!1 need satisfaction$· and 
may be mre ready or more willing to receive influence 
from others provided the other general conditions for 
the perception or power ·and benefit are presentt 
Hypothesis VI: There will be a greater tendency 
tor those who accurately perceive their own power 
and benefit to· the group to perceive·each other 
member of the group as capable of influencing them 
more highly than those who do not accurately per-
ceive their own power and bane.fit to the group. 
Along the same lines as the Polansky, Lippitt, and 
Redl hypothesis, a modification of which ''1s hypothesis 
VI ot this study, it is :reasonable to believe that those 
people who tend t~ see themselves to be high or low in 
power or benefit to the group will perceive others to be 
lower or higher than themselves, 1. e., there will be an 
inverse relationship between reported own power or bene-
fit and power or benefit attributed to others. This hy-
pothesis does not refer to accuracy of self-perceptions 
or either power or benerit to the group. 
Hypothesis VII: There will be an inverse relation-
ship between self-ratings ~d ratings given to others,: 
A. There will be an inverse relationship between 
self-ratings on power over the group and per-. 
ce1ved power of others over the group. 
B. There will be an inve~se relationship be-
tween self-ratings or benefit to the group and 
benefit of others to the group. 
These relationships cannot be assumed to be simple 
in nature, for contributing factors such as social pres-
sure to rate onets self relativtllY low and the nature of 
the·group situation-will undoubtedly have_ effects upon 
the extent of either of the relationships under consider-
ation. 
One of the basic data of the study was ~_report.fol-
lowing each meeting of the individual's satisfaction or 
liking tor the meeting. Is there reason to believe that 
there are relationships among ratings of self and others 
and satisfaction with a particular meeting? For example, 
it is possible to beliave·that those people who perceived 
others as generally .positivel.y beneficial, to them will 
also be satisfied with the group's meeting: 
Hypothesis VIIA: There will be a positive relation-
ship between benefit to the individual ratings given 
others and-satisraetion with the group meeting. 
Relatedly, knowing where one stands in a group, 
whether in power or benefit, may be an ·important deter-
minant of satisfaction: · · 
Hypothesis VIIB: Accuracy of selt-pe~ception· of 
power· over the group is positively related to satis-
faction· with group meetings. 
Hypothesis VIICt Accuracy of self-perception of 
benefit to the group is positively related to satis-
faction with group meetings. 
But it may be that knowledge of ,own position in a 
group is not a sufficient predic,torA>:f'rsatis:f'actiot:1. ;"The 
new Tenderfoot Boy Scout. for example~ may well know his 
! 
position in the troop, but,be completely unhappy~- per-
haps as a result of this knowledge. What seems to be im-
portant here is a combination of the perceptions described 
above: knowledge o~' where one stands and· a' feel!rig~"'that 
some.thing is being gained from membership in a group: 
Hypothesis VIID: There will be a positive relation-
ship betwe«n1- (a) benefit to the individual ratings 
given others and accuracy of own perception of·power 
and benefit to the group and (b) satisfaction with 
the group meeting. 
III. DESI~N OF THE EXPERIMENT 
Basic Considerations 
Insofar as this experiment proposes to test the ef-
fects of hypothesized stages of group development upon 
particular perceptual patterns, it is neceasary to examine 
some of the conditions under which early formulations of 
the stages ·were developed.· Specifically, observations of 
the participation in training group sessions at the National 
Training Laboratory fry soclal psychologists such as Lippitt, 
Bradford, and Thelen comblned·with ·theoretical hypotheses 
of Lewin and his adherents led, in the presence of a need 
to evaluate the success of training-methods, to prel.im-
inary descriptions of the stages. 
•The fact that these stages were ·first developed with 
•' 
respect to the Bethel training groups may ha~e a definite 
bearing upon not only the present experimental design but 
also for the generalizability of the stages of developmerii 
!.B ~. The simple fact is that Bethel groups are deliber-
ately organized.in such a manner and in such a locale that 
many of the disrupting elements of more prosaic groups are 
absent. Additionally, it is true that the aims and pur-
poses of the training groups are rarely duplicated in ev-
eryday l.ite, desirable as they may be. 
The following, culled from a prospectus for the 
Fourth Summer Session of the Laboratory, describes the 
major aspects .or laboratory training methodology for those 
wq.ff may. be unfamiliar with the program:: 
ft , . A. 
B. 
c. 
The trainees or learners serve. as subjects of 
their own analysis through systematic observa-
tion by themselves of their own processes of 
working as individuals and as a total group. 
Trainees act as experimenters on themselveso 
Here the learning group serves as the subject 
of its own experimentation. 
Trainees·praetiee experimentation on other groups 
and sooietal unitso 
Trainees use experimental data collected and anal-
yzed by others either concerning their own behav-
ior or concerning the behavior of others." 
The disparity of· the Bethel training groups' aims 
and functions and those of common varieties of groups 
does not end here, of course. The particular ideology 
o~ the Laboratory, its democratic ethics, and related 
criteria of successful. training could also be examined~ 
although adequate recounting of them is~beyond- the scope 
of this paper. An excellent, though somewhat "popular-
ized," account o:f the Laboratory and its program may be 
.round in Stuart Chase•s new Roads 12_ Agreement (9). 
The important points, here, are whether (a) the ideo-
logical and training program of the Bethel Laboratory may 
restrict the applicability of the stages of group develop-
ment only to those group situation.a which are based upon 
the same conditions, and (b) whether groups may be studied 
in experimental situations resembling the Bethel conditions 
in the absence of' a possibility ot change to a successive 
condition. 
With reference to the first of these problems, two 
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things may be said. First, it will be remembered that -
the basis for the formulation.a or the stages of group 
development lay not onl7 in the Bethel situation itse1f, 
but also in the broader theoretical and methodologica1 
achievements of Lewin and his group. The implication is 
that, while these stages were actually formulated in 
large part in conformity with a particular type of group 
organization and function, they actually represent only 
an application of a broader theory of ·group functioning. 
To tho extent to whieh a~ experimental study also con-
forms to the basic theoretical position involved, it is 
possible to make other applications to a different variety 
or groups. The second-remark to be made 1s a more prag-
matic one. Two- investigators in particular -- Thelen ( 52) 
end Benne (l~ 3) -- have already utilized the concepts ot 
stages in their writing and experimentation with groups 
other than those founded upon the Bethel tra41tion. Thelen 
has noted both in his writings and in personal connnunica-
tion to the present writer ''that these stages are generally 
to be discerned in almost all group functioning, although 
neither th~ order nor completeness of the stages is gen-
erally achieved. It may also be noted that success-in 
the utilization of these concepts has occurred in such di-
verse groups as upper-level insurance management confer-
ences and induatrial grievance meetings. 
The second problem~ whether groups can be studied 
in the absence of a possibility of change' to a successive 
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condition_ is more difficult. The present experiment 
proposes to "abstract" from a continuous process of group 
development relationships which are seldom clearly demar-
cated. No group, tor example, suddenly and in its entirety 
shifts .from being ttindependent" to being "interdependent." 
Development is a continuous process, so that within any 
generally-defined stage some individ~ls may be "interde-
pendent" with others, "depen.dent" with some others and so 
on. Thus, the stages here studied represent "ideal" con-
ditions or a stage, wherein attemp~s are made to achieve 
maximum uniformity of inter-personal relationships. It 
is of interest to note that the hypothesized stagea- 'do 
m .. necessarily represent successive steps which 1nvar1-. . 
ably describe the course of' group development, for not 
even the Bethel groups proceed in any nec&ssa~y ot-der or 
growth. Some stages may be completely missing, for exam-
ple -- as the dependent stage often is .at B~thel -- o~ 
the supposed order may be reversed 1n one or more ~tages. 
Selection Procedures 
~!;:.-.a.election of subjects. The selection of' subjects 
in most psychological experimentation is done in such a 
manner as to reduce, insofar as the experimenter may rec-
ognize them, extraneous variables over which he has little 
or no control or evaluation. Much criticism has been di• 
rected at the use of college students tor psychological 
experimentation on the grounds that they are n~t represent-
ative elements or our society, but this criticism tends 
to overlook the tact that the very homogeneity of this 
segment of our society also serves to reduce experimental 
error. The •'homogeneity" of college students can be over-
emphasized, of course, and the problem need always be 
stated in the f'orm or "homogeneity with respect to what 
variables!" 
The variables among individuals in the present study 
which would appear to be of most importance were the 
following: (a) are the subjects or approximately equal 
intelligence and reasonably well-adjusted? (b) will they 
regular1y attend experimental meetings? (o) is there any 
reason to believe that the individual has had past exper-
ience in similar situations which would atrect his behav-
ior in tho experiment? (d) is the individual ·reasonably 
highly motivated to do his best as a member of a group! 
end ( e) e.re particular existing_ relationships among 1n-
d1 viduals of such a nature that they might influence ex-
perimental results? 
There were limiting fact~rs as we11-- upon the p.ossi-
bili ty or obtaining subjects ot suitable homogeneity with 
respect to these variables. The first was to be found 
in the nature or the experiment: it is an unfortunate 
fact that many persons are unwilling to participate 1n 
psychological experimentation for various reasons. The 
second is that the supply of persons who can be contacted 
is r~l~t:tvely limited without expense, and no funds were 
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available· either for this p~pose or. to pay participants. 
Lack of financial assistance also made the types of re-
wards to be offered for participation relatively limited. 
and hence attractive only to a smaller number of indi-
viduals with special. interests. Yet another factor, and 
one that assumed much importanc~, was that the experimen-
tal plans called tor three one hour sessions spread ove~ 
three days. Many individuals cannot spare this amount 
·of time from their regularly scheduled duties. fhe final 
factor was somewhat unusual in that the University is 
emphasizing the so-called "case method" in a number of 
well-attende4 courses, and it was believed by the exper..:c-: 
inienter that enrollment in clilsses centering .about_ 'this 
pedagogic method might constitute an important experience 
ror the individus.1 which.would affect his pel'formance in 
the experiment. 
In view of the requirements and limitations discussed, 
announcement was made in the experimenter's two General 
Psychology sections that participants were desired for 
an experiment 1n group behavi~r, the purpose or which was 
to understand more about how individuals behaved in dif-
fering varieties or reward situations. Little of a speci-
fic nature was mentioned about the differing situ~tions. 
except to point out that not every person would work under 
the same set of conditions, that participation would mean 
three one hour sessions, and that a requirement was a 
promise that they would attend each session without fail. 
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The reward o~fered for participation in the experi-
ment was rather complex. Essentially, prospective sub-
jects were told that they would have a chance to obtain 
twenty points credit or'less to count toward a total 
possible score; of one hundred points on their final exam-
inations in the~course •. They were to be allowed either 
~9. use the moore th~y obtllined fr9~ the gro~p ~ttuat:tons 
or to attempt a certain,flnal examination,9.uestion.worth 
twenty points as well if<they wer~ ·. not sat1sf1e~ with 
their experiment· -:score~ '.\Vhichever ,of the two scores 
; . 
wa~ "higher would be c~edited •. Both 1 the q~estion~on the 
:final and the group meetings would deal w~ th'. problems 
of personality, they were;told. 
In all 11 sixty-nine subjects were ·needed ,i'rom,,a t~otal 
available population of one hundred and t,ent7,_.qe._11~ra1 
Psychology students. One hundred and three.volunteered '. . . ._ , ,. . ·~ - .: 
of ~hieh number thir~y were forced to withdr~w ~~c~use 
ot. >Q.iff'icul ty in arranging times i'or sessions ov~r .; tµree · • •,' '"! . • ' • • .. ·. • .• -.·•: __ , -,,-·• •. ,,. 
cl~ys, in which they coul~ J>arti.cipate. Th~ ;--enia;~;_ng:: 
subjects were given a questionnaire asking if .1;hey/t1.ad 
at any time in the :past.two semesters enrolled:iri a. 
~ourse emphasizing the case method and containing:~he 
names ot each ind1vidual.~n the classes in.Genei-a~.~zry-
chology. Beside the name ot each person in the class 
except their own each potential subject was asked to 
indicate whether he lmaw the ind:tt:tdual nam&d by sight 
or by some closer relationship. Ten, mostly upparclass-
men, were rejected because ot affirmative answers to the 
question of participation in case histories classes. Two 
then withdrew because or commitments which had arrived 
following the first meeting, leaving a total of only six~, 
ty-one subjects. 
Through the cooperation of Dr. F. R-. Wake, six mem-
bers or an elementary Personality class were obtained in 
an effort to attain the requisite-number of subjects._ 
Since only sixty-seven subjects were obtained, this num-
ber left four alternates in the event that any further 
withdrawals should occur. Participants chosen from the 
Personality class were all known to each other, but no 
especial relationships were discerned. They, too~ were 
given the alternative choice of twenty final examination 
points in the same manner as. those selected from the ~en-
eral Psychology classes. None had participated in a 
case history class which came within the arbitrary defi-
nition adopted.1 
A, comparison among the several groups of grades re-
ceived in General Psychology, ~9~ever, indicated a ~or-
'';.:." .. r_;· 1,, .... 
tunate distribution among groups on this criterion in the 
1 ''Case history" classes were those organized in 
whole or largely about the discussion of· spe-cific case 
histories. Typical courses are to be :round in the School 
ot Business, the Department of Human·Relations, Sociology~ 
and Political Science. Psychology courses and others with-
in the preceding categories ~tng· case material for·111us-
trative purposes did not fall'.; within the excluded categor-
ies. The form of the questi"on,, asked was: "Have you been 
enrolled within the past two semseters in any course or-
ganized ohieflt about the discussion of case history material? 
What was the name of the course?" · 
sense that students below average did not participate in 
the experiment. The strong response of volunteers is an 
indication of .the motivation of the subjects~ despite 
·the hurdle of arranging personal schedules ·1n ·order to 
participate. There 1:s no doubt but that the prospect or 
evading a question on the final examination was a strong 
inducement to many, according to comments received by 
the instructor-experimenter. 
Se1ect1on g! experimental groups. Deutsch has pointed 
out that groups as well as subjects should be equated, 
since the product.of group funetion~ng is ditterent from 
the sum of contributions· by each of its members. A dif-
ficulty in this~ however, is that groups, once members 
are selected, must be observed and evaluated 1n action. 
Aside from the lack of objective indices of group pro-
duct1v1ty·in this,instance, preliminary. sessions may 
have 'materially altered subsequent group behavior in a 
manner unlmown. It was deemed better by the experimenter 
that each group should start off "treshn in view or this 
difficulty • 
. Subjec.ts we.re assigned 1n this experiment to groups 
largely upon grounds of expediency ( 1. e., indi vidue.1 
schedules were insu£fieiently flexible to allow shu.ffl~ng 
of members from gr~up to group), and upon_ the presence 
or absence of friends in. the same groups. Every attempt 
was made to e11m1nate pairs or cl.iques of friends from 
the same group, one result of which was the necessity ot 
using all four alternates and rejecting four previously 
selected subjects. Effort was also exerted to keep the 
sex ratio in each group constant, but the inadequate 
supply of women volunteers caused the experimenter to 
resort to randomization or·women among the .four types of 
groups. 
The sixty-three available subjects were ~ivided into 
eight groups of'six each and three groups of five each. 
Three groups were designated "interdependent,n three "de-
2 pendent.," three "independent," and two ffcompetit:1:ve." 
.. 
Each group was composed of six volunteer subjects exeept 
the three dependent gro\JPS, each of which w~re ma9-e_up .,.,,: .~ '. . ;.. ~.·: : .' - . ' - . ..,_,, .. . ,. .. 
of five subjects and a graduate'student. The dependent : . , ·,. ~...... : 
gre>ups deserv~ spec~~;., 9onsideration. 
'. In view of the .4e~inition of the dep~nd~n~ 8:f2'4~ 
previously given, it '!~if necessary tha._t a' partici.u.a.rl:y 
well-informed pe,fson be: added to the group- to serve:~:the 
combined roles of res'oUl'ce person and expediter of the 
group's progress. Three'graduate students-we:J:ie a.skea by 
¼;lie· experimenter to ·perform these functions iii tiie:-,d~pen-
dent groups. Three possible courses o:f action were.open 
:.,.:;,_ ,•,- I 
2 
Some question may arise as to-the reason tor failure 
to include three rather than only two ·competitive groups. 
The major reason was the lack of sufficient number of sub-
jects. That a competitive rather than some other group was 
dropped was due to the fact :that the situation of competition 
was of lesser importance in the overall design and purposes 
of the experiment. · 
to the experimenter in which these graduate st~ents 
could be utilized. First, one graduate alone could have 
been the tt1eader 0 of all dependent· groups; second, three 
graduates could have been asked to help, each taking one 
group through all thr~e days o:f the group sessions; and 
' third, the graduates ~ould be varied from group to group 
so that the same person was never twice leader o:f the 
( 
same group. Each method would have rather obvious ad-
vantages and these disadvantages: in the ~1rst, a con-
stant source of·possi:t,le error would ~.xist for which 
there could be -no adequate· assessment; in the second., 
differences due· ·to leader personal! ty could not be deter-
mined in a reasonably adequate manner, a possible source 
of systematic error; and, in the third• personal contact 
and group relatedness might be lacking. The third alter-
native was chosen as the best way of minimizing group vari-
ation due to ·1eader behavior over the three meet1n~ lea-
ders were assigned to the three dependent group~ in Latin:~:; 
3 square form. A further description of thei~ introduction 
to the group is given at a later place. 
The Experimental Situation 
!h! 8..1':oup meetings. Each gr~up met three times at 
3 The Latin square design is a method 0£ arrangement 
of observed units so that no identical unit appears twice 
in the same row or column. An example is given at a later 
place. 
assigned hours in a room especially arranged and sound,-
treated for small group discussion purposes. A· one-way 
mirror which dominated one e_nd of the room afforded an 
excellent observational position for the exper;men~er. 
Arseoond l:'oom, notso~d-treated and without observational 
.facilities, was also used when two groups were scheduled 
for the same period or when one group ran over its al-
lotted time. At the beginning of eaeh group meeting for 
each of the three suc~e~sive days of meeting the following 
instructions were read as appropriate:: 
1-. Instructions 12, Indenendent groups. 
Since we have been talking and reading about 
personality and individual adjustment in class, 
.you should have some insight into the adjust-
me_nt problems of a particular individual. To-
day you will be given the case history or such 
a maladjusted person. You are asked to dis-
cuss this problem among yourse1ves and attempt 
to arrive at a diagnosis of the difficulty and 
make sugg~stions and recommendations about what 
this· person should do. · · 
We will have three meetings. Each day eaeh ot 
you.will b'e individually·evaluate·d as to your 
contribution to the diagnosis, suggestions, and 
reeommendations. Your av~rage score for the 
three meetings ;plus an av~rage rating-of the 
accomplishments or your group will be the final 
score £or each of you to use on the final ex-
amination -if you wish. Let me illustrate: ~up-
pose today one or llX>re of you.was given ten 
points, the maximum rating for individual a-
chievement. Tomorrow you are given eight points, 
th~iday after tomorrow nine points. Your average 
would be nine points. To this_ average will be 
added the ~ating given of your group·, s accomplish-
ment -- a score of from zero to ten for each day 
and averaged in the same manner. You will have 
a maximum. possible score or twenty, a minimum of 
zero. Everyone will get at least the group's 
average, whatever it might be. 
These meetings are being recorded to help me in 
my evaluation of your individual and group a..: 
chievements. You will have a few minutes to 
·read.over the case, then twenty minutes in which 
discuss it and arrive at your conclusions. 
AtLthe end of the period you will be given a 
brief questionnaire to complete. 
Please do not discuss either·the eases or meetings 
with any person outside the group meeting. The 
next meeting will be at_ otclock tomorrow. 
2. Instructi-ons !,Q_ the Interdependent groups. 
Since we have bean talking and reading about 
personality and individual adjustment in class, 
you should have some insight into the adjust-
ment problems of a particular individual. To-
day you will be given the case history of such 
a maladjusted person. You are asked to discuss 
this problem among yourselves ·and attempt to 
arrive at a diagnosis of the difficulty and make 
suggestions and recommendations about what this 
person should do. 
We will have three meetings. Each day your gro.up 
will be evaluated on the basis of its achievements 
:tor the day. At the end o.f the third meeting, 
the daily ratings of: your group will be averaged 
and that score will be your individual score for 
use on the final examination if you wish. The 
maximum seore your group can make ,eaoh day is 
twenty points, so your maximum individual score 
.for use on the.final examination can be twenty 
points -- if your group gets twenty points each 
day. Remember, you wil1 all receive the same 
score. The score you get depends upon the achieve-
ments or your_group. · 
These meetings will be recorded to help me 1n 
my evaluation of your group achievements. You 
- will have a rew minutes to read over the case, 
then twenty minutes to discuss it and arrive at 
your conclusions. At the end of the period you 
will be given a brief questionnaire to complete. 
Please do not discuss either the cases or meetings 
with any parson outside or the group-meeting. The· 
next meeting-will be at ___ o'clock tomonow. 
3o Instructions 1Q. Dependent grouns. 
Since we have bsen talking and reading about per-
sonality and individual adjustment in class$ you 
should have some -insight into the·-,adjustment prob-
lems of a particular individual. Today you will 
be given the case· history of such a maladjusted 
person. You are asked to discuss thia problem 
among yourselves and attempt to arrive at a di- -
agnosis or the difficulty end make suggestions 
and recommendations about what this person should 
do. 
We will have three meetings. Each day your group 
will be evaluated on the basis or its achievements 
:for the day. At the end o-t the third meeting_ 
the dail7 ratings~£ your group will be averaged 
and that score will be your individual score :for· 
use on the final examination 1£ you wish. The 
maximum score your group can make e·aeh day is 
twenty points, so your maximum individual score 
for use on the final exa1nination can be twenty 
points -- 1~ your group gets twenty_points each 
day.,· Remember., you will all receive:..,: the same 
score. The soore you get depends upon the achieve• 
ments of your group. ' , 
Because the oases you will have are ·somewhat dit-
.t'icul t~ I have asked a member of the departmental 
sta:ft who has had special training ir;t .clinical 
psychology and personality to come in and help 
you to .reach your conclusions. Today, Mr. 
is here to help you. · 
These meetings will be .renorded) to help me in 
my evaluation or your group achievements, You 
will have ,a;. few minutes to read over the ease, 
then twenty,· minutes to discuss 1 t and arrive .at· 
your conclusions. At the end of the period you 
will be giver.\ a brie.f questionnaire to complete. 
Please do not discuss eithex-_the cases or.meetings 
with any persot:l,.outside of the group meeting. 
The next meeting· will be at · o'cloqk~tomorrow. 
4. Instructiona·_].Q. ~,Competitive groups~ 
Since we have ']:,een talking and res.ding about per-
sonality and individual adjustment in class, Jou 
should hav~ .some insight into the_adjus1;ment prob-
lems of a single individual. Tod,y you 1Vill be 
given tl:le ;·§ase;_.history of' such a·ma1adjus-~ad per-· 
son. You are_, asked to discuss this problem among 
:yourselves and attempt to arrive at a diagnosis 
of the difficulty and·make_ suggestions and rec-
ommendations about what this perllbn should do. 
We will have three meetings. Each day each of 
you individually will be evaluated on your a-
chievements for the d~y. The person making the 
outstanding contribution will be given twenty 
points tor the day. The rest of you will receive 
no credit for the day., At the 'end of the third 
· meeting yolll'" individual daily s·cores will be 
averaged, and that score will be your score to 
use in the final examination if,you wish.· For 
example, suppose your dafly _scores are 20, 20, o. Your average for use in the final examination 
would be 40 divided by 3, or 13 1/3. Everybody 
has !fil. equal chance l2_ ?!!!!• 
These meetings will be recorded to help me in 
my evaluation of your individual achievements. 
You will have a few minutes to read over the 
case, then twenty minutes to discuss it and· 
arrive at your conclusions. At the end of the 
period you w111 be given a brie.1' questionna,..re 
to comp1ete. 
Please do not discuss either the cases or meetings 
with any person outs~de of the group meeting. 
The next meeting will be at ___ o'clock to-
morrow. 
The foregoing instructions were repeated at the 
beginning of each group session. Two slight modifications 
we:re necessary:. the tirat was that the final statement 
concerning time of the next meeting was changed as r~le-
vant; the second was that the group composed of students 
from Dr. Wake's Personality class was told 1n the initial 
statement "Since ,:ou have been talking, etc ••• " In addition 
to the original statements to the groups, each group was 
told that they would be notit'1ed by the experimenter when 
ten, fifteen and nineteen minutes of their discussion per-
iod were up so that they could "round off" discussion and 
summarize it they wished. 
The crucial differences among the instructions to 
subjects were 1 of .course, generally to be found in the· 
second paragraph ot each set or instriuotions. These state-
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ments were expressly designed to create the conditions 
and nature ofithe goal tor which individuals should 
strive •. Opportunity was also ,given for participants to 
ask quest.ions about the instru.otions~ If any, the in-
structions were clarified and repeated as often as nec-
essary. 
Several questions arose during the course of the 
axperiment._pertaining.to a m,:re detailed description 
or the nature and purposes or the group sessions. In 
response to these questions, the experimenter informed 
the groups that at·the and of the experimeHtal s~ssions 
a-:tull and detailed account of the entire experiment 
would be duplicated and distributed. Care was taken 
to explain to the students that the entire nature of 
the experiment could. not·be divulged until the end ot 
the sessions because of a possible deleterious effect 
upon the members of groups. Because the students were 
reasonably familiar with this oommon restriction 1n: 
psychological experimentation,, this condit1on;1:' was ac-
cepted with good grace by the group members., Evefy ··er-
fort was exerted to reduce subjects' suspieiori.s .. that~1 
they were being "tricked". or otherwise misied· into··,a 
possibly uncomfortable ·personal situation: bf· what·-Itiiey 
might say f:1~d do in the grou~ meetings. 
, A qm,~t~P,n c.ft particulai: i~ortance freqttentlf··arose 
which p~u•t,,.i,ned td •hether· gi'd~. were competing ·against 
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one another for the maximum possible score. Subjects 
were assutted that this was not the case, but that 
evaluation was to be made ot :1.ndividuals or groups singly. 
'?b.e met~od of evaluation, the results ot_ which do 
not comprise ,any pa:rt or the data. of this stud,., was 
based upon Roethlisberger's descriptions of the various 
levels or analysis to be found when grpups attack case 
history material and upon the experimenter-instructor's. 
subjective estimation oft~ extent to·which group mem-
bers effectively utilized classroom informatiqn about 
personality structure and dynamics. A certain amount or 
adjustment was necessary-tor those students drawn from 
the Personality section in this evaluative procedure for 
the reason that they had be1eoxne 'fmniliar with a greater 
amount of info1"ma.tion op, the topic. The chief reason that 
the results of the evalua.tive p.rocedures are. not included 
in the results of this study lies in the subjectivity ot 
estimations, and in the dittieulty of formalizing evalua-
tive cri-teria. 
At the end of tha third meeting or each group, sub-
jects were informed that t~y could receive both their 
scores and a description of the experiment the next day, 
which w~s also the day or tne tinal examination. 
It should be emphasized that the groups worked in 
I 
the absence of the experimenter and that their findings 
were entirely the result of their own efforts. Th~, exper-
imenter was not present in the room except as necessary 
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to inform the groups of the amo.unt of remaining _time. 
The only differences in instructions ·to the groups have 
been stated. 
Problems 
The ea~~ study ~aterial was designed and selected 
chie.fly as a medium :for group processo _Case history data 
were selected tor two major reasons: first, it is gener-
ally interesting to students and afforded a relationship 
between group tasks and the General Psychology·, course; 
and s~cond, ease history material is an approxtmation ·or 
the content of a Bethel-type discussion group. It was 
believed that other tasks (e. g., maze learning) would 
have provided relatively clear, objective goals which 
would have afforded opportuni_ty for an individual to act 
in the absence of any particular group standards.4 
The three casa histories used in the present exper-
iment were selected from Berrien's Conments Cases m 
4 
Deutsch, who used both human relations and puzzle 
solving tasks, eormnents: "The human relations-problems 
are tasks in which the group itself, through consensus, 
provides the criteria £or judging locomotion., In addition, 
the content of these probletna is likely to evoke strongly-
held personal value systems among the discussants •. Th& 
p\lzzle problems ••• were chosen for contrast. Due to ,._their 
'objective' .(1. e., l.ogieally demonstrable) solutions, loco-
motion could take place without group consensus •. This, of 
course, ~rovided the possibility of relatively more indi-
vidual work in the puzzles ••• The relative lack or ideolog-
ical relevance of the content of the puzzle problems also 
made •conflict' more likely in the human relations prob-
lems" (12, p. 204). · 
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Human Relations with the app;roval. of concerned University 
departmonts which might subsequently wish to male use of 
them tor instructional purpose.s. The cases. were those 
c;,t "Ntck," "Bill Fischer," and "Bob Jackson." An alter-
nate case, in the unlikely event that any group should 
dispose of a case before the allotted time was exhausted 
in a group meeting$ was "George Heimer. st This case was 
not used since no group completed discussion of its case 
for the day. 
Because of copyright restrictions, the eases are not 
reproduced here. 
The cbie.f problem concerned in the use of the oases 
was the possibility-- that differences in behavior could 
ba caused by differences in case material. In view of 
this possibility, three graduate students~ including the 
: ,_ 
investigator, ~ead a nuntber of those contained in Berrien,'s 
book and agreed among themselves that the four finally 
used difrerad very little in interes~ and difficulty.· 
As a further precaution, the order of presentation of 
oases was in Latin 'square form within types of groups, 
so that both cumulative ~nd daily effects might be can~ 
celed out in maiised. data analysis. Within the dependent 
groups, no leader twice discussed the same problem. 
It must be emphasized that the eases were considered 
only as medi..a for group process, and that no explanation 
of ditferenee·s in behavior is predicated in this study 
upon differences among eases. This is not inten4ed to 
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imply that oases may not have had effects, of course, 
but that they were far from the central focus or the 
experiment. 
!!?.!. Exp,eri:mental Schedule 
The following.design, in view of the problems previ-
ously discussed, was adopted and followed throughout the 
course .or tlle experiment. 
TYPE GROUP -
I II III 
l BJ BF N 
rNT 2 N BJ :·:BF 
3 BF N BJ 
l N BF BJ 
IND 2 BF BJ N 
3 BJ M BF 
l . BF - A N - B BJ --C 
DEP 2 N 0 BJ• A BF• B 
3 BJ - B BF - C N-A 
COMP 1 BJ N BF 
2 N BF BJ 
Cell entries in the_ schedule above represent case 
histories, except among dependent groups. BF is the ease 
of Bill Fischer, BJ the case ot Bob Jackson, and N the 
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case of Nick. In addition to these, the dependent groups 
also contain lette'rs A, B, and C in their respective cell 
entries to designate the leader for each day. 
It will be noticed that the above design may be con-
sidered to be reducible to three comple,te arid bn.e incom-
plete Ls.tin squares.. Excluding the Competitive groups, 
the remaining three types constitute a larger 3 X 3 Latin 
square design. 
We may expect, of course, not only differences among 
the four types of :groups in the variables und,r considera-. 
tion, but also cumulative effects within a given group 
over the experimental period of three days. The form in 
11hieh the experiment was scheduled allows for analysis of 
these factors as well as minimization of effects due to 
varying cases and leaders. The Latin square form is 
extremely useful and sensitive in the statistical analysis 
in that the relativc13_ly small nu:mbers of subjects within 
·groups and .types are accurately accounted for. Certain 
other hypotheses concerning the effects of these and otla";r 
factors or combinations of ~actors 111ay also be tested bJ 
sta~istical analysis in the Latin square form. Discussion 
or these additional problems will appear in the section 
on results. 
Th!. !_~asuriB,g Instruments 
Not only in the interests of economy of time and 
responsibility to subjects, but also in consideration of . 
of the kinds of questions a ·study proposes to answer, an 
experimenter is limited in the number of observ~tion~ he 
may make of his experimental process. Particularly when 
introspective reports of subjects play an important role 
in determining the results of an experiment, the investi-
gator must be careful not to demand more of his subjects 
than they are prepared to give. 
The data or this study, as previously indicated, are 
la~gely in the form of such introspective reports for 
the major reason that.there are no satisfactory means of 
"getting at" a given 1n.div1dual •s perceptions other than 
through his s.tatements. Reports of this kind are them-
selves far from perfect, of course, and require certain 
assumptions in their use as experimental· data.· 
Perhaps the chief assumption in.··the use ot introspec-
tive reports of subjects is that they understand properly 
what is expected of them, i.e., whether instructions are 
understood equally wall among all participants and whether 
the judgment they are required to make is clearly distin-
guished. Cooperation of th~ subjac~s must also be assumed 
in the sense that subjects not only be able but also 
willing to .furnish the information desired insofar as it 
is within their capabilities of doing so. It is unfor-
tunately a tact, as early introspeetionists discovered, 
that when subject is both "instrument" and variable, re-
liability and validity of reports are tenuous. 
Several obligations .fall, then, upon the• investigator' 
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who makes use of such data. Foremost is that-the questions 
asked of subjects b~ simple in content and require fairly 
simple discriminations.· Secondly, care must be ~ekeh t~at 
the method ot report (1. e., the :~orm or the questionnaire 
in this cas~.) be as tree as possible from ambiguity. Finally, 
some indication ot the willingness of the subjects to par-
ticipate in completing the reports to the best of his 
ability should. be objained. 
The method Q! repo~t u,ed in this experiment was the 
rating scale combined with a simple rinking procedure de-
scribed more fully· cm· ·the foll.owing pages. Bating scales 
involve· additional e.'ssuinptions · beyond those previously 
indicated: ( a. j, scafar uni ts should be clearly defined, 
(b) should as nearly as possible represent equidistant 
points along which some variable may be continuously dis-
tributed. and (c) the scale as a whole should be unidilD8n• 
sional., 1. e.~ should refer to and be derived from a sin-
gle frame of reference ( 18). An excellent discussion of 
,these and certain othe·r qualifications to be noted in 
the use ot rating scales is to be found in Volkmann's 
paper (56). 
Five rating ~cales were used in this experiment, from 
which seven of the nine basic classes of data were obtained. 
These scales weret {a) power over the group {including a 
self-rs.tin~ ( b) benefit to the group ( incl tiding a self• 
rat1n~ (c) power over the individual, (d) benefit to the 
I I 
ind1~1dual, and (e) a post-meeting report (PMR) of liking 
for the meeting. 
These scales are modifications, in part, of those 
originally used at the National Training Laboratory by 
the Kansas research team. The ehtef changes were in the 
( 
addition of a method of ranking, the ·PMR, and space for 
optional eomm.ents by the discussants. Instructions to 
subjects were modifi,ed from those formerly used. The last 
addition, space for optional comments, constituted the 
source of the last basic datum of' this study. 
Every !3ffort was made to conform to the assumptions 
in the use of both introspective data and rating scales 
listed on_tha preceding page. Two problems arose, how-
eve~, which should be mentioned. First, with respect to 
the discriminabi.Lit:r of the variables, it_ is possible to 
.question the extent of the judgment requil".ed of subjects. 
Since these rating scales were administered at the end 
of each group meeting, it would appear that subjects were 
asked to make an "average" or over-s.11 judgment of ea.ch 
other person's activity during the entire meeting. The 
alternative would have been an impossible task: to stop 
the discussion after each statement by any participant 
and secure a rating at that point. Therefore, the ratings 
received and given by each person are generalized ex-
pressions of Qthers' perceptions of his activities or his 
perceptions of otherso That this may be psychologically 
meaningful, however., can be inferred from two sets. ot .facts: 
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particularly when entering unstructured or ambiguous re-
lationships with other persbni•~ there is a strong tendency 
to raly,up,·on ·pa.st exper:tene~ with 'tbe.others:-as a ... guide'::to. 
appropriate action; it is likely·.that thJa experience is 
ot the nature of a generalized perceptual "guide.~5., In 
this :manner, the over-all impressions educed by the rating 
scales may be strongly indicative of the important general 
atti'tude or an individual toward everyone in the group 
which will: be the gross basis for his further- actions. A 
second. ta.ct is that in'i'the type of subject 'matter:' and 
personal relationships existing in the experimerit~l groups, 
power (or benerit) is.undoubtedly not simply the rbsuit 
of a few simple interactions, but is a. pervasive aspect 
' ' 
of the relation between any pair of. subjects·. 
Second· of the problems encountered in the use--ot 
' . ' 
the rating scales which might be at variance withr:~'tlie 
assumptions inherent in the:l.r use was the ;tendency~ 
!Q. ~at!! other peoJ?~.e low. Whether the ins_tigation for 
.. 5 It is interesting tq find th:at Thelen actually 
attempted ·a··procedure to secure l's.tings during the dis-
cussion at the Human Relations Laboratory of the Univer-
sity of Chio ago. Each -o.f ten discussa~ts · were asked to; 
· depress a lever, af·ter a statement was made by any oth~r 
person in the group, in such a manner a.s ·to indicate on 
a lighted board whether that statement was',,pleasing or 
displeasing.· The' total number of green (pleasing) or red 
(displeasing) light~ would then indicate to the speaker 
how he was affecting each otl:ler member of the group.. . 
Almost needless to day, the' .discussion .outran the rate 
of ·lever-pre$Sillg and ·the expe:r-iment was abandonedf 
(Personal ;Communication.) ' 
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, this· et.feet is cultural, :due to a defect in th~ scale 1 t-
self, or if it is_actilally representative of the per~e;ptions 
of the raiters is,unknown. It would be difficult in the 
results of this experimsnt if any other assumption· tha~ 
that ot representivitY:t were. adopted,. however. There is 
some basis ori which to maintain this assumption, m_., 
that some low responses were obtained and$- more ~mportantlyt 
th& su):>ject material of the dis·cuss1on groups was not of 
a kind which would lead to either extreme of relationships 
in the race o~ general cultural pressures to "acceptable" 
behavior in such situations. 
Especial care was·taken to make sure· that all subjects 
knew what was expected or them, and questions were freely 
answered. When the actual ratings were made following a 
group meeting, the experimenter was present ir assistance 
·was needed. S-ubjects·were asked to move··to· parts o:f the 
e.xpe-rim.ental room 'where their ratings could not be ~b-
· . .,:. ;<, l 
served by other members of :their group. 'That the ·j-atings 
made by each person would .be confidenti.al ( in that· they 
,1ould not be identified in a~y way) was repeatedly em-
phasized. As a part of this promise, the.designator num-· 
1 
bers of groups within each type have been altered in the 
present study. 
Copies of the rating scales and instructions· given 
to. all subjects are to be .found· in the Appendix. :i _ 
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IV. RESULTS 
Effectiveness gt_ the Instructions 
What indications are there that the subjects per-
ceived themselves to be in the particular relationships 
intended by the instructions! Another way of stating 
'. - \ . -
this question is:: How well did the instructions serve 
their purposes in the various groups? 
Perhaps the bast available information on this sub-
ject·is to be found in the optional descriptive comments 
which each participant could make ·at the conclusion or 
each meeting. This is somewhat indirect evidence, to 
be sure, but some indication ean nevertheless be ~btai1?,ed 
of the presence of the various relationships under con-
sideration. 
It must be remembered that these comments were enti~ely 
optional,. both in actual execution and in content. Not· all 
subjects described any aspect of their relations with 
other membe:rs or the gr~up; a_few chose the optiot;i ot not 
answering the question at allo 
Table I to follow is a summary of these· comments ar-
ranged according to four recurrent _general topics: the 
problem, own opportunity to participate, the adequacy of . ,., ' .. 
others' actions, and "group" oriented st.atements. Omitted 
are subjects' references to their satisfaction with the 
meeting, since these are to be dealt with at a later place •. 
Cell entries in the following table are .. the percent of, 
TABLE I 
SUTulNlARY OF OPTIONAL STATEMENTS 
Statement Group 
Ind Int De;e · Comp 
i : .. 2 .. 3 -~- 1 -2 3 l 2 3 1 .2 
Probl.em 
, : interesting ·83* 66 66 66 66 66 50 66 50 50 50 
uninteresting 0 0 17 0 0 0- 17 0 17 17 17 
too 3.ong 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 
too fthort 50 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
difficult 0 0 0 1'7 33 0 0 0 0 ·so 33 
easy 50 17 · 33 0 0 17 0 33 17 0 0 
"about righttt 17 ·o 0 33 0 17 17 17 0 0 o· 
unanswerable 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 33 17 
Opportunity to 
participate: 
adequate 50 33 33 33 33 0 0 17 0 0 o· 
inadequate 0 .0 17 17 17 0 33 0 33 33 33 
.Adequacy of-Others 
good 17 0 17 33 0 0 83 66 66 0 17 
,,average 0 17 0 0 0 0 17 0 17 0 0 
poor 0 0 0 50 33 0 o. 17 17 0 17 
"Group" 
Equality 50 33 33 33 33 0 0 17 0 0 0 
Inequality 0 17 0 17. 0 17 33 33 17 50 17 fD 
Togetherness 66 17 33 17 17 33 17 17 0 0 -17 
(J3 .. 
Disharmony 0 0 17 l.7 0 0 0 17 0 50 0 
·Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 0 
Not answering ;L'l ,17 0 33 17 17 17 33 17 33 17 
*percent of subjects within-a group making this statement at least once 1~ 3 da,-s ~- .<. 
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group members making some specifi~ statement in their 
comments on any of the three da~s• _ M_~n:r._, of_ course, 
make two or more statemen.ts whi~~ _w~z-e _ dit:f'~-~ently __ ca~e-
gorfzed, so that the total percep.tage for any group is· 
· grea:ter than ioo%. 
It will be noticed from Table I that the I~d groups 
. ,/ .. (' '' 
consitftf)rttly perceive~ t~t9;r _problems ~o-:,'be _lnter~~~~~g, 
relatively eas-y ;and oceasio~al_~Y _"too short. n Several. 
students rem8:rked_ to the e~l)eri~en~ar a.fter one or the 
Ind group meetings that they ·had to "pad'~· out part of· the 
twenty minute discussion period because they had, at least 
' ' . , ' ' . ,. '' \ . ... ., .. '. ~- . . ._ .,. . . ' ,. ' 
to their satisf'aotior1, thoroughly discussed the case history 
,... . , . ' . . 
of the day. This, of course, could mean that they had dealt 
only with the superficial aspect-a of the case al tho~~ no , 
measure or "productivity" in this sense is-available. Each 
person mentioning the necessity of "padding" also stated 
that they were ready.and willing to tackle another case the 
same day. 
Dependent groups as well as Ind groups saw the case as 
being ttaaay" on one or more days, while Int and Comp groups 
. ' 
found case material difficult in some instances. Several 
members of the two Comp gro-ups declared that they believed 
the cases had no solution -- a statement which has acer-
tain amount of validity -- but ·coupled with their statements 
in two :tnstances an indication· that they did not feel the 
eases worth th~ir ~:ime and ~nergy. 
Opportunity to participate was relatively infrequently' 
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mentioned in the optional reports. Typical· statements were: 
"People listen to me in our group and I like that," (from an 
Ind group); ttI find sometimes I can1 t get a word in edgewise" 
(from a Comp group); "Even though they don't have t~, they 
give ma as mu.ch -time to talk as I wantu .(from an Int group); 
and nr don't mind not being able to say anything. Nobody 
else says anything _worthwhile. anyv1ayn (Comp)• 
The derogatory £1nal_?art of the last statement was 
an evaluation of the . adequ~cY.. _of e>the_~$.• . ~t was surprising 
to find that Int groups one and ~o !OOre _frequently we~e 
thus disapprpving of others than were any other groups. 
·The comments within these groups, however, appeared to be 
directed towar·d specific individuals -~'ho were not doing· 
their share .of the work or who' appeared uninterested in · 
the group proceedings. Negative comments about others 
. ' 
in the Dep groups were of two kinds: derisive comments 
about one ~t, the three l~aders, and remarks to the effect 
that "some people think they know more about psychology" 
than the lead.er. The Comp group criticism was that a. 
certain person monopolized the discussion time for presen-
tation .of his own views. 
The leader was se1ected for favorable comment in the 
Dap groups very frequently.· Most such comments reflected 
a high degree of confidence in th~ leaderat knowledge of 
the subject matter or in t:tieir methods of helping the group. 
Those statenients which ~eferred to.equality of partic-
ipation other than those in the second category, opportunity 
to participate, were categorized under the heading of Group 
9G·,; 
Equality. Typical stat~,men~s in, the Ind groups were "I 
like it when everybody do~s his share~" an~ "Others bring 
up important things I hadn't thou~t about." ,Int group 
statements were ot the same order. 
Inequality of participation statements appeared less 
often. , Among these were "Two ·or three people -- I won't 
name any names -- run the meetings. I thought we were all 
supposed to have a chance to talk," ( from a Comp group); 
"Two people never say anything, they just sit there" (Dep); 
and "I don't know why ___ _ even comes since nobody pays 
any. attention to him" (.,Int). 
"I have a strong sense of what you called 'we-feeling' 
about this group," was an example of the "Group Togetherness" 
category. This example; from an Int group, was duplicated 
in various forms throughout the groups. One Comp group 
member noted ttI think everybody in this group likes the 
( . '' ' ' . . . ". "., " \ 
meetings because we get all wound up. It •s a challenge .• " 
Other "Togetherness" sts.teme1i'ts: were "I like it when 
everybody works together .for something good," and "I think 
this {Ind) gl"oup deserves to win the twenty points because 
everybody does such a good job £or the group." 
Disharmony statements referred most often to confusion 
and bickering among group members. One statement, from an 
Int group, was "I think we ought to elect a leader or 
have you (the exper1~nter) come in here to keep people 
qu:t,t and on the subject." A Comp group member reported 
"Everyo~e tries to outshout everybody else. As soon as 
one person stops talking, someone. else talks about something 
else." "Too much contusion and arguing" wa.s a typical Co~ 
response. 
One unclassifiable response was "I don't like having 
to deprive 'other people ot winning if l win, but I have to." 
This remark came from a Comp group member and perhaps points 
up the important faet that strong social pressures are ':-i,-· 
brought to bear on the "eager" person who attempts to 
work his will upon the group. This pressure,. of course, 
probably appears in all of the tour group types, pa~tieularly 
those in: which individual initiative· is selected out for 
reward. 
Ir the comments of subjects may,be acc~pted as evidence 
of the .ef.fectivaness of the instructions, it would seem 
that the Competltive trtd Dependent groups were effectively 
and distinguishably structured •. The Independent and 
Interdependent groups, however, shared many of the same 
characteristics. The chief distinction between these 
groups., however, is an exceedingly important one:· emphasis 
was placed in the comments from Independent gro,:1p members 
upon sha~1ng and ;eartioi:eatin_g in the problem discussion. 
This emphasis was not .. noted in the Interdependent groups 
to a marked extent. A £requent complaint in the Int groups 
was that certain persons were failing to do their part, or, 
less often, that some participants fftook over" the meetings. 
It is possible to characterize the. groups to a very 
limited extent from the comments: For example, the Indepen-
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dent groups saw the task to be·not only attainable, but 
relatively easily so; opportunity for discussion was 
adequate,· and there was some praise of others. They 
.frequently felt themselves to be a 11 group" working 
together on a. common task in which ea.oh person·was re• 
' !. ' 
sponsibl~ . tor making a eontr.ibution to the gro.up' s prog:ress. 
The Interdependent group~ '''Were fairly Jat1sf1ed, with 
;,!'",'''' 
the :t·e.s_k and their opportunities to participa\t~ . in ,dlscus-
a :ton. Otl1ers were freely evaluated, both positively and-
negativ·ely; and there was some .feeling of being a ''group. tt 
The~e'~a$ a tendency, however, to blame tailure upon thos~ 
who :railed_ to "do their shares," although-not to '.the 
'' ' . '•,\',' 
extent to which this criticism appeared in the Ind groups. 
' . ' 
1rhe Dependent groups found the problem·lnte:resting 
and easy at each meeting~ but did not teel that they had 
r~uly round the solution to.it. Opportunity to express 
own views was several times\oonsidered inadequate, but 
the leader was generally held in high- esteem. Non-l~aders 
were, if evaluated at-;all, generally discredited •.. ,There 
appeared to be n.o strong group-feeling expressed, and 
there were some indications of disharmony an.d agg:re~·sion 
toward the leader. 
Competitive groups were not well satisfi~d wi-t1f--e1ther 
the nature o?" the ease ot the· case histories •. ; Som(fmembers 
apparently found the task'· incapable of soluti.on or: rejected 
1 t entirely. Togetherness ·and other indi:cations· ·ot "group-
ness" were abst:mt. I11equality or part1cip_atiOri;;:· and 
"n6gging" the speaking time were often mentioned. ''.:: 
. -.··· ._..,.. 
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Perceived Power,.!!!9. Benefit Relationships 
One of the basic hypotheses of this study was that 
there will be a positive relationship between perceived 
I 
-power of others over the g~oup and perceived power of 
others over the individual. In order to arrive at the 
extent 0£ this relationship each score given to each 
other individual on his 1a.mount 0£ power over the rating 
individual each ~ay was paired with each score given 
that other person on his amount ot power over the,,,_group 
for that day. Ratings o'f own power were omitted~ of 
course. These three hundred and thirty pairs of ratings 
were then correlated, using Pearsonian product-moment·r. 
The obtained coefficients of correlation, the number of· 
degrees or freedom available for each coefficient, and 
the levels or significance {fro:m the Wallaoe-Snedeeor 
tables) are given in Table II. 
TABLE II 










328 < .01 
328 < .01 
328 < .01 
It may clearly be seen that tbe two power categories 
are correlated to a. high degree and that the hypothesis .is 
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supported. The···1second hypothesis, concerning an equi-
valent relationship between perceived benefit to the 
group and benefit to the individual, was tested in the 
same manner as that of the two power perceptions: 
TABLE.III 
RELATIONSHIPS OF THE TWO BENEFIT CATEGORIES 
Days r p 
l .689 328 .01 
2 .786 328 ,< .01 
3 .809 ~28 oOl· 
.., ·"It 
' -
It would appear then that benefit to the individual 
and benefit to the group perceptions are closely related,· 
and that the hypothesis is supported. 
It was ~uestioned., however., whether differences in 
the extent of the relationships between the two power 
and two benai"it categories were related to the extent 
to which need £or others for own need satisfaction was 
present. These hypotheses'(IC and ID) were tested in 
the following way: For each group s1t·uation on a given 
day, ninety pairs of scores were obtained <.each of the 
eighteen participants :made five ratings on each of the 
two variables). The only exception to this number of 
pairs was the Competitive:'situation, where but ·sixty 
pairs could be obtained. For each gro't.1.i/-'situa..i;,ion on a 
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particular day, r was computed. Each r was then converted 
·"to its appropriate z value tor the purpose of te.sting 
significance among obtained r•·s. 
TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTI'oN OF RELATIONSHIPS OF POWER CATEGORIES . AND OF 'BENEFIT CATEGORIES BY_GROUPSSITUATIONS 
Daz 
Group I::. ,,_ il:titl¥t IL.,. III.-
r z r z r z 
IND Power. .87, l .. 333 .·. ..• 83. .l.188 .83 l.188 
Benefit .66 .793 .72 .908 "~76 ~-996 
Power .82 1 •. 157 .88 1.376 .91 1.528 
IMT Benefit .70 .867 .79 l.071 .86 1.293 
Power .45' .485 .ss .633 .61 .709 
DEP Benefit .79 1.071 .75 .973 .87 1.333 
COMPPower .39 .412 .55 .618 .62 .725 
Benefit .42 .448 .54 .604 .49 .536 
The predicted order of the correlations between power 
over the grouptand power over the individual was (l) Int,· 
(2) Ind, (3) Dap, and (4) Comp. On Day I Int and Ind 
w~re reversed, but assu:med'the predicted positions on 
the rollowing days. Dep and·Comp groups revealed very 
little differences in obtained coefficients; there was 
no significant difference between Dep and Comp groupsf 
coefficients when subjected to Fisher's z-test for the 
significance of obtained difference between r's. There 
were also no signi£icant differences between obtained 
r's of the Int and Ind groups except on the third day,· 
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when the r of .91 of the Int group was significantly higher 
than that of the Ind g~o~p (P = .os). 
!h! m !!l4 ~roup situations !!.ll 2!! 
daz significantl:t, different,~~ obtained r's~ the 
D,ep_ ,!lli! Q..Q!!12 groups {P :(.01). That is to say, the obtained . . ' 
corr.elation coefficients of perceived power to. the group 
and power to the_individual were significantly higher in 
the Int and Ind groups than those obtained for the Comp 
. I • 
and Dep groups. The obtained ord~r~ with the exception 
of the first day when Ind and Int were reversed, was as 
predictede 
With reference to the obtained correlations between 
benefit to the group and benefit to the individual, the 
Dep group was not significantly different from the Int 
group; obtained eoetficients were higberi tor the Dep 
group except on the second day. On the third day, Dep 
. . 
and Int obtained r's were significantly higher than that 
obtained for the Ind groups. On all days, Comp was 
significantly below the -other three groups. The expected 
order (Hypothesis ID} was (l) Int, (2) Dep., (3) 'Ind, and 
(4) Comp. The results, indicated that this order, with 
the exception of the reversal of Int and Dep, on days 
I and III, was verified. 
,,·.•• . 
/,.'~ . ' 
fo sum up, the data gathered and described in this 
section tend to support the hypot~eses (1) that perception 
of the power of others over the group and power of others 
over the rater are positively and s"ignii'icantly correlated; 
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(2) that perception or the ·benefit-of others to the group 
and to the ind1v1d\lal are also positively an.d significantly 
correlated; (3) that th~re are dif.terences among the .four. 
group _situations 1n the ext~n~ o.f the relationship between 
perceived powe:r ~;of' others over the: grot1p and over the 
individual (i.e., Int and Ind were significantly different 
from Comp and Dep); and (4r that there are differences in 
the ·relationship of perceived benefit o.f others to the group 
and to the individu~lr~mong the f~ur group s~tuations (1. e., ,, ' ·~ . ' . " . . . -· .•. . : .. . ~" 
· '.l>~=':~icularly on the, third_ day Int and Dep ~were .:si~ni.ficantly 
a;.r+erent from e1 ther 1;:comp and Ind). 
What do these .~e;ts imply for the experimen~? ~;: The:re 
are several possible_ mee.nings which may be attributed to 
them. Chiefly, tha"y fmp;y that while a relationsh,1P~ exists 
b~t,veen perceptions o.r · the· ·power or beneti t _ ot others• 
< .:. • • - ,·· ••• •• 
actions to the group and individual, this ,~relationship. may 
! •. ,- •, ': I • •• ":' "' ' • ' 
be, modified by the nature ot the group situation.. It would 
a:p:pear that in sone tlituations the individual i~ r,e+~tivaly 
''di voreed" from his group: al though he .feels influenced 
• • ;. •~ H 
by ~he actions of others which in some way atfee~_the 
i ., .... , •••••• : ·, 
f~~tioning of the -~ro;up as he sees it, wpat the 
$1'':)UP does not necessarily benefit him to
1 
the same.extent. 
+· ~- '' - :. ~· .. ~· ' •• 1 
This discrepancy in benefit was moat pronounced on·the 
third day of the group meetings in those situations where 
need for 1;be actions or others is relatively less (the Ind 




Analysis 21:, Variance 
The powerrul statistical tool of ·analys_is ot variance 
has not often been applied to problems of small group 
functioning, although it has a strong potential value. 
It is utilized in the present study for the purpose of \ . 
testing the means of the various group situations with. 
respect to power over the group (hypothesis IIB) ~nd over 
the indivi~ual (hypothesis IIA) and benefit·to the indi-
vidual (IIC) and gr~up {IID).2 It has th~ added advantages 
L.. 
of locati~, sources of variance due to the subjects them-
selves., to the various groups-· us-ed, and- to the three days 
over which the meetings were held, as wall as certain 
other aavantages to be described later. 
One note or caution nn1st be interjected, however. 
One of the basic~assumptions of the form of analysis to 
be described is that it there is more than one score 
per cell, it is assumed that these m scores are independent 
,or each other. Since it is the plan of the study to use 
the cell to represent the six sums of all five'ratings 
received by eaeh of the individuals who make up a group. 
of a certain kind on a given day, this assumption is 
tenuous indeed. The effect o:t lack of independence of 
1 Particular thanks are due Dr. William Cass for the 
statistical design and -form of this section. 
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this kind would be to increase variance due to subjects 
over the three days. Failure adequately to satisfy this 
assumption is a basic weakness unaccounted for in the 
analysis. That a correlation exists between sub'jec·ts of 
group N ·on days l, 2, and 3 is obviously true, but is 
accounted for in the method of analysis. 
The following form of analysis will be utilized: 
· TABLE V 















* MeNemar's notation is use_d here (38). 
The basic analysis above will be differentiated in the 
following ways: 
Subjects 
between subjects within groups 
between groups 
betwe·an types or situations 
between groups within types 
, .. 
Days X Subjects inte~aetion 
, days X types 
days X gro~ps within types 










The first hypothesis of' this series concerned the differ~ ·i 
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ences among means of peree1ve-d power. over the individual. 
The complex break-down of the bas\tc sources of variance 
daJcribed above, howeve~f ·allows insight into a great 
many more problems than thf.s. The following questions 
will be asked for each of the four~ubsequent analyses: 
l. Do individual tend to xnaintain their same order 
through all three days of the meetings? That is, are there 
significant subject means? 
2. Do means of the experimental groups within each 
type of $rou:p situation vary more than chance will allow? 
3. Do type means -- that .is, group situations means 
.vary more"than chance allows? ·This is the central question, 
of course. 
4. Are there changes in group situation means through 
the three day experimental period? Are observed daily 
changes above chance expectancy? · 
Il ™1 12§. noted !£!, anal1se1'_ g£ variance _g_g_ !.!Q! 
include~ Pompetitiv~ situations, for the ehief reason 
. that only two grouP,s·· ot -~his type of group situation: were 
obtained. Comparison of the means of these groups, then, 
must be accomplished with caution. 
With these data in mind, it is now possible, by 
means ot the P-test, to seek answers for the four-questions 
previously raised_. 
I 
. 1. Do individuals tend to maintain. their same order 
throughout all three da:rs of the meetings? That 1s, are 
there significant subject means1 Each individual's score 
in a cell was the .sum of all the'· ratings on one variable 
he received· for a particular day. 
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TABLE VI 
ANALYSIS _OF·VARIANCE OF· PERCEIVED POWER OVER 
THE INDIVIDUAL 
Sourc~f·\ Sum of Squares .dt 
Days 21.11 2 
~ 
Subjects 99~.19 53 
between Ss w/in Grps. 766.06 45 
between Groups 233.13 8 
between Types 43.77 2-
between Grps, w/in Type 189.35 6 
Days X Subjects 216.81 106 
Daya X- Types 17.60 4 
'Days X Grps. w/in.':rypos 179.45 12 
Days X Ss w/in Grps. 19.76 90 













iNALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF PERCEIVED BENE'FIT TO TEE PERSON 
,,.'\;' \I 'l 
Source 
3?9:ys 
~':· .~ I, : .. ,j . 
Subjects. 
·::between Ss w/in Grps •.. 
between Groups 
· between Types 
between Grps. w/in Type. 
Days X Subjects 
Days X Types 
Day X Grps. w/in Tjpes 
Day X Ss w/in Grps ;..· : 
Total 





































ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF PERCEIVED POWER OVER THE GROUP 
Source I Sum or Squares df' - Var.Est. 
Days 7.94 2 3.97 
Subjects 803.78 53 15.17 
between Ss w/in Grps. .686.53 45 15.26 
between groups tl7.25 8 14e66 
between Types 8.77 .. 2 4.38 
between Grps. w/in type 108.48 s· 18.08 
Days X Subjects 448.00 106 4.23 
Days X Types 201.13 4 50.28 
Days X. Grps. w/in Types 34.78 12 2.90 
Days. X Ss w/in Grps. 212.09 90 2.36 
Total 1260.00 161 
TABLE IX 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF PERCEIVED BENEFIT TO THE GROUP 
Source Sun1 of Squares df Vai--.Est. 
Days 9.253 2 4.63 
Subjects 721.067 .··53· ,.,,·:13.61 
between Sa w/in Grps. 593.030 45 13.18 
between Groups 128.037 8 16.00 
between Types 5 .. 46 2 2.73 
between Grps. w/in type 122.58 6 20.43 
Days X Subjects 203.83 106 1.92 
Days X Types ·14.48 4 3.62 
Days X Grps. w/in Types 61.83 12 5.55 
Days X Ss w/in Grps. 127.52 90 1.42 
.1. 
Total 934.152 161 
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Test: Subjects withing~oups; with between groups and 
between days variances removed, significance will 
indicate whether subjects within·their groups show 
significant vari~tion. 
Error Term: Da;y: ! Subjects wJ-phin Groups; This 1 error term e·6:ntains variance due to errors ot measurement 
and val!':t}~nce due to possible ,( but untestable) inter-
actions ot subjects and days''•within 1each groupe The 
error term has been freed of. va:r1anee due to possible 
interaction of Types X:Days and Groups Yfithin Types 
· X. Days. 1!h~ latter two ·1~t;eractions s~o11l.d haver no 
bearing on indivi<iuals within groups. . §!gpif1eani1 · · E means ]ha ... 11 Subjects within Groups variance !l!!. ·. 
var!ance .!,!ll1 above variance .9J!! !,g_ errors gJ: 
measurement agd relevant. interactions. 
Findings: 
(l) Power over the indivi.dual: 
(2) Benefit to the individual: 
(3) Power'over the group: 





... p l! .001 p: .001 
p - .001 -p ... .001 -
Conclusion: On all ir"ariables, indi vidue.J..-; tend 
in approximately the as.me order with reference 





2. Do means of' the experimental groups within each of, 
the three types of group situations vary more than chance 
allows? 
Test: Betwe~ Group~ within types; significance will 
indicate that group means vary more than chance. 
Error Term: Days X Groups,within Types;· thi$ test will 
take into aeccunt·whether groups within types vary 
s:f.gni.ficantly over and above possible 1:q.teraction 
effects between days and-groups within types. 
Findings: 
(lJ Power over the individual: 
(2) Benefit to· the individual: 
( 3) Power over the group:: 





2.11; not sign. .so; not sign. 
6.23; P = eOl 
3 .. 97; P • .05 
Conclusions: Group means within types over a period of 
three days do .. not vary more. than chance allow in power 
and benefit to the individual categories; means vary 
significantly·in power and benefit to the group cate-
gories. Inspection of data shows greatest variability 
in Ind groups. · 
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3. Do means of the group situations over a period of 
three days vary more:than chance allows? This.is a re-
statemerit of Hypothesis II, .. parts A, B, C, and D. 
Test: Between Types; Significance :will indicate that 
means of the three types vary more than chance on a 
given variable. 
Error Teirl'tU Days !, Types; Test takes into account 
·whether t·ypes vary signi:ficantly over and above possible 
interaction effects of days on types. 
Findin~s: · ' · 
(1) Power over the individual: 
( 2} ;Bene1'1 t to the individual: 
( 3) Power. over the group: 
. { 4) Benefit to the group:· 
F = 4.98; riot sign. 
F =-2.35; not sign. 
F = 1.51; not sign • 
F: .31; not sign. 
Conclusions:.. The hypothesis was not supported by the 
findings of the analysis of variance. Further comment 
concerning the order of obtained means will occur at 
a later point. 
4. Are there changes in group situations means through 
the three day period? That is, what is the effect of: days:· 
•'• ' 
upon type means? 
Test: ~~IS! ~1pes; significance will indicate that· 
the passing of days has an effect upon situation means. 
Error Term: Da:ys ! Grou-es within Types,; This test 
indicates whether types change ·significantly through 
days over and above variation due to the effect ot 
days on groups within types. 
Findings:. 
(1) Power over the individual: F = .29; not sign. 
( 2) Benef'i t · to the individual.:·. F = 1.67; not sigri.. 
{3) Power over the group: F :17.43; P = .001 
( 4) Benari t to the· group:: F : • 70; not sign.· 
Conclusions: Days have no effect upon types. with the 
exception of .the category power over the group. In-
spect'ion of .the data shows -that the change occurred 
mainly in a decrease in average power attributed to 
others over the group on the second day. The Dep 
situations decreased most, witn a steady decrease 
through the third day.. Ind situatio.ns increased 
through days in power ova~· the group. 
lil~ . , 
It would be possible, as previously ment.ion.ed, to obtain· 
many more tests from the foregoing analyses· ot variance. 
The po:lnt of diminishing returns is reached, however, if 
too extensive questionings are made. The most important 
facts for the· present study obtained from the analyses are 
described 1n• the preceding two pages. 
The chief disturb:t.ng result of the preceding analyses 
ot variance was that differences among type means, i •. e., 
group situation levels, were not significant. Since the 
hypotheses were formulated in terms of expec~ed orders, 
. inspection of the data may be of some value._ 
·Hypothesis IIA asked whether there would tend to be 
differences in the type means among_ the four situations in 
the, ... average- amount:,.ot,.'power··over the individual. This 
- set of differences, when tested by the F statistic, in the 
analysis, showed ·the smallest probability value (P was 
about .10). The expected order was (l).Ind, (2) Dep, (3) 
Int., and { 4) Comp. The obtained order, and the average 
ranking in power over the individual given each member or 
the group, was: ( l) Ind ( X = 1. 49); ( 2) Int Cf: : l .36) ; 
(3) Dep (X: 1.23); and (4) Comp (X: .95). Power over 
the individual ~atings as well as power over the group, 
were made on a four point scale ranging .from O power to 
f 3o 
Hypothesis IIB predicted differences among the .four 
group situations in the averages of power over the group 
ratings. The expected order was Cl) Ind. (2) Dep, (3) 
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Int, and (4) Comp. The obtained order, with the average 
ratings in power over the group, was (1) Ind! (X: 1.82); 
(2) Dep {X :: l.7p); (3) Int (X : 1.69); and (4) Comp 
ex: 1.22). 
The third hypothesis, IIC, was concerned with the 
average perceived benefit to the individual. The expected 
order in this instance was _( l) Int, ( 2) Dep, ( 3) Ind., and 
(4) Comp. The .obtained order, from inspection of the data, 
shows the following rankings, again with'averaga ratings 
given to each other person. in the group: (l). Dep (X = 3.84); 
( 2) Int ( X : 3 • 79 ) ; { 3) Ind ( X : 3. 56) ;' and l 4) Comp ( X = 3. 01) • 
The two benefit rating scales were on a five_point continuum, 
ranging .from -2 through O to./2. In the calculations de-. 
scribed in this section, -2·was given the value or l, -1 
the value of 2, O wa.~ given 3,. etc. Therefore, the averages 
above indicate that. some pos,itive benefit was gener.ally . 
perceived in all the g'.roups, although the Comp group average 
is only slightly above O on the ortgina1 scale, the point 
which designated "neither aid nor hindrance." 
The last of these four hypotheses concerning the levels 
of perce:f.ved power and benefit is that which predicted 
dii'ferences among the group situations in the avera·ge 
perceived benefit to the group. The expected order was 
{l) Ind. (2) In·t,' (3) Dep, and (4) Comp. The obtalned . 
. order of averages was: (1) In, (.X: 4.06}; (2) I~t.· (X: 4.01); 
( 3) Dep {X : 3.93); and ( 4) Comp (X = 3.09). It is ir1ter-
esting to 11ote that benefit to the group o.f others was gen-
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erally perceived to be slightly higher than-benefit to 
the self deriving from others' actions. 
The comparison of obtained orders with expected orders 
just described ihdioates that the relative orders of each 
of the pereeptual averages were about as predicted, al--. 
though there was an ,occasional transpo'·sltion of Dep and 
Int types. · In view o.f the lack of significance of the dif-
ferences among the. various means as revealed by the analy-
sis of variance there can be no conclusive answers· to the 
hypotheses. 
The problem or homogeneity of ratings of individuals 
on the pov,e:r and benefit variables. is the last item which 
is partially answered by the analysis of variance in the 
form of the finding that individuals tend at least to 
maintain their same positions in the group. The chi-
square distribution can be used as en approximate test 
of the homogeneity of several estimates of variance with 
differing d~grees· of freedom. This test, adopted from 
Rider (44), when applied to modified variance estimates 
· o.t' ·the analyses will furnish an answer to the question or 
whether significant homogeneity e~.ists among the three 
group types included in the analysis. The procedure used 
in the present problem was to take the marginal sums of 
summed ratings obtained by each individual within a par-
ticular group, obtain an estimate of the variance of the 
derivations of these marginal sums about the mean of the 
group in which the individuals ara located, and· then per-
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fo~m the requisite calculations. It is sufficient to know 
in this study whether three estimates of variance ·are or 
are not homogeneous: the most heterogeneous group of the 
Ind ~ype, the most heterogeneous group of the Int ~ype,· and 
the most heterogeneous group of the Comp type. ~he Dep 
group marginal sums are those other than the leader for a 
particular ~roup, so that the available d~grees of freedom 
for this group are only tour in number. Estimates of vari-
ances in the Int and Ind groups are predicated on five de-
grees of freedom each. 
Significance of x2 will indicate that the three esti-
mates or variance are not homogeneous. It is expected that 
homogeneity will not appear 1:r· the Dap group's non-leaders 
are clustered together in a marked manner. 
TABLE X 
CHI-SQUARE TESTS OF HOMOGENEITY OF VARIANCE 
Vari.able 
Power,o"ier individual 
Bane.tit to the individual 
Power over the group 













0 05 ir 
.03 * 
.55 
The results of this test indicate that the three 
groups 1 tested on eaeh, of the fo,n, power-benefit categories 
were homogeneous on power over the individual.and benefit 
to the group. Heterogeneity occurred on the variables .or 
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benefit to the individual and power over the group. 
Inspection of the marginal sums ~sed for the test 
shows that in benefit to the individual in the Dep group 
sums of ratings were cl9~ely clustered and t~t non-leaders 
received very similar S?orea on this variable. So far as 
power over the group is concerned, there does not appear 
to be any difference between the Dep and Int groups' vari-
ances; the non-homogeneous group was the Ind group tested, 
' ' 
whioh is consistent with the findings Qf the analysis of 
variance which showed group means to vary on power over 
the group. Inspection of the data at that time revealed 
that the major gz•oup within type variability was to 9e 
round 1n the Ind; group .• 
·what does this· maze o:f statistics demonstrate! The 
most important fact from the last test is that subj~cts 
in the Dep groups tend to be seen very m'Qctk.<1alike in 
their ability to benefit ".the 1ndividua1, but that theJ 
were consistently .perceived to Qe rather deficient in this 
_ability. In the Ind group, subjects were alike perceived 
to be consistently high 1~ ~heir ability to influence 
wha. t the group did.. Since the most heterogeneous groups: 
were used for the test on each of the four variables, •e 
I may suppose that these findings apply to all groups within 
the tour situations, i.e., that Ind groups tend to per-
ceive their members as being powerful to the group in a 
similarly great degree, and that Dep groups alike see 
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their members as relatively low in ability to benefit 
the individual. 
· · The test described here may- have been over-rigorous . 
in that the selection of' only the most heterogeneous group 
within 6ach type for comparison may contribute strongly to 
f;~he acceptance of the· null hypothesis when it is falstle 
A second test may distinguish dif'ferene·es in distribution 
6f ratings between Int and Dep groups which could have 
been obscured b'Y the presence of an Ind group. It is 
necessary to bring out such discrepancies in di_stribution., 
since these are probably :'the chief points of' differ·ence 
between Ind and Dep groups in this study. 
The appropriate test here is one of the comparison 
of. mai .. g:tnal sums, i. a., sums of ranks ratings received 
by each person over tho three day perio,d, with and with-
out consideration of the scores obtained by the leaders , 
of the Dap group. The gro-ups selected f'or this test, 
which was performed on eaeh of the four major perceptual 
variables, were the most heterogeneous of the Int and the 
most heterogeneous of Dep groups. 
Significance wi·Ha demonstrate that the variance esti-
mates, of tho two groups are not homogeneous. It may be· 
1 
seen that on two of the perceptual variables -- .power over 
and benefit to the individual -- there were significant 
differences between the two groups. The. major conclusion 
from this test is that the two groups differed in the 
homogeneity of ratings given their members on the extent 
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TABLE XI 
F-TESTS OF VARIANCE ESTIMATES OF INT AND DEP GROUPS 
Perceptual Variable 
Power over the individual 
Power over the group 
Benefit to the group 
Benefit to the individual 











to which others could have power over or bene.fi~ the 
individual. There were relatively wide var1a.tions in 
these perceptions among members of the Int group, rela-
tively narrow varie. tion among the JM,?fibors:., of ... the: :,D~p 
group. 
Salt-Estimates tl !!,Qwer .. .!!t<i Benefit 
The first hypotheses in this series dealt w; tll:;:Jhe 
question ot eomnl()nali'ti;ior perceptions of, th~ •-ae~i~rs· ·c,f 
others which tend ~o .. have power over and benefit th~ group. 
It was suggested that knowledge of the extent of c9nimon 
perceptions would·~~_ 9f, ,value in estimat~ng the str~ngth ,. 
of. group norms which enable the individual better to,; est1-
ma te his ovm impact u~on the group. 
The statistical tools utilized to obtain the amount 
or agreement of raters of the power or benefit of other 
persons to the group are of a rather unusual kind. The 
W statistic of Kendall and. it.a related tests are not 
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.familiar to mo~'\:;,, psychologists, although they may be of• 
great valu~ ... Th~··pri:mary '\lS8 of t~i~ :statistic in 
psychological ,investigation is .-in· :the d~terminati'on of 
. . ' "< 
the measure or agreement among subject~' judgments, 
which is precisely th~r:·problem at hand. W is a.·;rtiea~ure 
of the concordance .Q!. ·t,ankings,_, 1rre~p.eot1ve of the cor-
rectness of the rankings about the matter at ·hand·., There 
may Qe high concordance of rankings about something which 
f~ incorrect. 
Part of' the instructions to the subjects in thls 
experirnent was tha.t•'they rank each member 6t 'tb.e<1group 
as wall as fate th~m orl the tour variables~ · 'Th:tsLwas . 
done. for two ·reasons: first, to allow easy transposition, 
to the w statistic, ,qf':'judgments, and aeeorid; to b1ar1fy 
ratings when •'they 1'might appear at the sanfe t,>lati~ 'or( the 
SCt)le. It was commonly found, :for ex~unple;' that/:'riiting 
checks ,,ere large and did not touch the eontinuuni·; :·where 
there was doubt as to the correct location for.any per-
s.dn the relative p6sition of that person co-tild. tie• 'clari-
fied by re.ferri~g to. the l"anking given. ;•Hi.ghest, ;Jnq.i-
viduals on any set of ratings ( such as power ove~ :..~lle 
group) were ~anked; .. l, nE,xt highest 2~ etc.. ~ies '>,w-el'e 
allowed,, of course• . 
It must be .noted that the use or r,ankings obscures the 
ta.ct that there might ba. ~, wide discrepancy in ratings 
given to two consecutive i,ndi:vicluals,· but that their 
ranks would not disciose ~h~.s fact. The rankings are only 
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statements of relative positions .of persons in the group 
with respect to some set of judgments. 
The questions to which the W statistic should provide 
information are those, as noted, concerning the commonality 
or concordance of judgments about the relative position 
of each person in the group with respect to the rest or 
the members of the group. Specifically, we wish··to ask if 
obtained W values are greater than could be expected by. 
chance. 
TABLE XII 
COMCORDANCES OF POWER AND ~EMEFIT TO THE GROUP 
r·••· III 
p B P. B p B 
I l .• 163 .276 .449 .• 090 .51&:t, ,,_490 
Int 2 .686i~ .648* .711* .589* .809it- .79~ 
3 .425 .545--:.t- .479 .. 540l:· • 771-~ .578* 
l .502-.'l- .530-~ .375 .313 .191 .299 
Ind 2 .65].-~ .498 .so&~ .375 .448 .590,,-
3 .270 .235 .340 · .332 .277 .273 
l .212 .214 .571* .556* .594* .579-Jf- · 
Dep 2 .264 e592·U· .470 .063 . .sao.~ .118 
3 .266 .606* .,659* .502* .595-~ .631* 
1 .262 .153 .448 .163 .371 .231 
Comp 2 .202 .i91 .132 .248 .160 .302 
·U· Signitieant at 5% level or less. 
Table XIL:sho-ws the W values for each of the eleven 
group~ on each of the three meeting'days. The valuesmarked 
with an asterisk are significant. The minimum significant 
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value was .499, as computed by the method outlined in 
Kendall (23, P• 419). The formulae for the test of 
signitieance wil1 not be reprodueed here. 
Stumnarily, the most striking characteristics of these 
values are the change·s which they undergo in the various 
group situations. It will be noticed, for example, that 
W begins relatively low in the ·Int groups, but rises 
toward the third day of meetings, indicating that common-
ality of judgment is growing. The reverse is apparently 
true for both the power and benef'it judgments of the 
Ind situation. The Dep s1-tuation values rise ih a 
manner similar to that of the Int groups, but ne.ve~ -,. 
reach 'as high limi·ts as do_ those of the latter situation., 
W values for th~ Comp groups remain relatj/vel:y constant. 
• .,. -. t:X ~, 
It 'is tmt'ortunate that there is no.statistical means. 
of detel"mining the difference between two obtained W1s, 
f'or it would be interesting to determine whether Int and 
Dep are significantly different on any day, among other-
compa.risons which might be made• 
. It is also possible to test for the commonality or 
judgments for a given group over all three days, asking• 
the question whether groups consistently judged:the 
same individuals in the san~ relative positions within 
the group. Some indication has been obtained from the 
analysis of variance on this subject, namely that indi-
vidual means are significant.and that individuals remain 
in approximately the same positions throughout the three 
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experiment~1 days.~ A W test of the consistency or ratings 
of individuals, however, vdll show more clearly where 
discrepancies of agre~ment occur than does the analysis 
of variance procedure. 
The concordance values given in Table XIII refer 
to the con~istenc:les or position within a group over 
the entire three day experimental period. 
TABLE XIII 
CONCORDANCES OF POWER AliD BENEFIIJ.1 TO THE GROUP OVER 
THE EXPERIMENTAL PER!OD 
Gro1!E, Power Benefit !Il?.! Grou:e Power 
1 .835·U· .sa2-~~ l .778-t} 
Int 2 .835-l} .898it- Dep 2 .749* 
3 .794* • 760-:} 5 • 762-tt· 
l .568 .560 l .584* 
Ind 2 .496 .• 486 Comp 2 .489 
3 .370 .275 







The minimum significant value for W {5% level) w~, 
0572,· computed in the same manner as those for 'f'able XI~• 
Table XIII shows tliat the Int anq D,ep situatio~f! 
> } JI . 
regularly produced consistent perceptions of each indi-
vidual in the group. Combined with the information ga1~e4 
from the analysis of variance, the picture appears to be 
that the Int groups tend to perceive their members in a 
i.,·,, 
consistent way, but the average rating given ·each perso;n 
is relatively lower than. in the Dep (usually):·and,':Ind 
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groups. The Ind group tends to give more high ratings, 
but the distribution of tb.ese ratings is generally in-
consistent. Ind group I of Table XIII is the same. 
group that was tested for homogeneity or variance pre-
viously ( Table X). At· that time., this group appeared 
to be homogeneous with·respect to marginal stlltts, 1. e., 
sums of individual scores t~ough all three days.- The 
conclusion which could be drawn from the W values in 
Tables XII and XIII concerning the Ind groups and .t'rom 
the information on homogeneity is th~t no person stood 
ot.1t among all the members or the group .for all persons 
each day. Different persons were apparently selected 
as the most powerful over the group by differing raters 
on each of the three days. 
It 1.s now possible to furnish an answer to the hypoth-
eses tor which the W values were computed. Specifically, 
the order of expected concordances of perceptions of the 
power of others over the group was, from Hypothesis IIIA: 
(l) Int, (2) Dep, (3) Ind, and (4) Comp. Table XIII 
verities this order. It i's interesting to note, .from\ 
Table XII, that changes do occur each day in the direction, 
of.increasing commonality for Int andDep, decreasing 
commonality for Ind, and relatively little change· for 
the Comp groups. 
Hypothesis IIIB predicted that the order of concor-
dance or perception ot the benefit of others to the group 
would be: (1) Int, (2) Dep, (3) Ind, and (4) Comp 0 The 
obtained concotidances in Table XIII indicate that Dep 
and Int are almost identical in.obtained W values, with 
Dep having per-haps a slight lead. Ind·and Comp were 
in the predicted sequenoeo 
Attention may now be twned to hypotheses IVA and 
IVB, which refer t~ differences among group situations 
in the :'extent. to· whieh individual·s· are able accurat~ly 
· to estimate their own pt:n3it1ons in the group, and VA 
and VB, which deal with changes in• accuracy of self• 
perceptions .over the three day period. 
The measure·or accuracy ot self-perception was the 
exten-t? to which.an individual's self rating deviated 
from the average rating given him by all" other members 
or his group ori the variable under consideration. Ob-
viously, those with small deviations were .most accurate 
in· their self-perceptions in these terms. When all 
sixty~six deviations ware arr§.Dged, the thirty-three 
deviations of the smallest size were considered "accurate" 
deviations; all others, regardless'of direction of devi-
ation were st inaccurate. 11 Tables XIV to XIX show the· 
number of member~within each type whose perceptions tel~ 
within the ''accurate" category f'or each day. Both the 
variables of power over_ the group and benefit to .the 
group are included in the tables. 
Hypotheses ~A and IVB predicted that the orde~s of 
.•6,f. 
accuracy of selP~pe·:rae.ptions-.would\be tt::C) \-:J:n1;, {{"~) ·:ne.p, 
(3
1
). Ind, and ( 4) Comp.,_ which we?»e exactly the orders· 
obtained, with the exception ot benefit on day III, at 
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TABLES XIV""XIX 
ACCURACY OF SELF-PERCEPTIONS OF POWER AND BENEFIT 
BY DAYS AND,TYPES 
Table XIV Table XV 





It Id 'D C n n en om-c 
12 8 10 3 
6 10 8 9 .. 
1~ 18 18 12 
X : 5.44 
P -= .15 
Int 




df :. 3 
7 1 :9 7 lQ 33 
18 18 18 12 66 
x2 = 7.09 
P ::. ,~.or7 
, Table XVI ':!'able XVII · ; 




It Ind D' C n 0t, 
12 6 12 






33 · Aoeur. 
18 18 18 12 66 
x2 = sooo · 
P : .04 
dt-= 3-
Int I d D c·, n an omp 
I 
10 9 12 '2 33 
8 9 5 10 33 
18 18 18 12 66 
X2, :. 7.54 
P, : .06-
Table XVIII Table ,XIX 




I I d D C nt n 81' 
13 7 11 
5 11 7 
18 18 18 












Int Id D C n e'P omri 
10 ' 9 :11 3 33 
8 9 7 9 33 
18 18 18 12 65 
x2 .. 4.11 -p - .25 -
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which time Dep and Int were reversed. This is to say 
that more people were able to judge their own locations 
in the group accurately in the Int and Dep situations 
(which were very much alike) _than in the Ind and Comp 
situations. 
Hypotheses VA and VB, were not supported, however, 
efther by the data shown in Tables XIV to XIX or :by 
' . . . 
. inspection of',,tpe changes in average deviations within· 
each group over the three day period. These hypotheses, 
which were concerned with changes in the d:t.re.ction of 
increasing accuracy over the three day period, predicted 
that ·the order of increasing accuracy on both self-per.;. 
captions would be (1) .Ind, (2) Int, (3) Dep, and (4) 
Comp. Inspection of the tables shows that no g:,;'oup 
changed greatly over the thre&days in either category. 
Averages of a~erage deviations for each group show a 
similar lack of trend toward accuracy. 
General R'elationshi:gs 
Hypothesis VI raised the possibility that those who 
accurately perceive their own position in their groups 
on power and benefit to the group will tend to see other 
· members of the group as more c-s.pable of influencing their 
behavior. Table XX describes this relationshipo 
The way in which entries for 1able XX were obtained 
was ·this: ac·cure.oy seores for all indivi.duals were arrayed 
and ranked. Those thirty~three persons scoring most 
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TABLE XX 
RELATIONSHIP OF ACCURACY OF PERCEPTION OF OWN POSITION 
AND POWER OVER THE INDIVIDUAL RATINGS GIVEN 
Power Ra'tings Given 
. Abov:• median 
Below median 
· Totals 
d.f' : l 
OM DAY I-
Aceurac_y .Q! Perception 
Not 













P : < .01 · 
RELATIONSHIP OF-ACCURACY OF PERCEPTION OF OWN POSITION 
AND POWER OVER THE INDIVIDUAL RATINGS GIVEN 
Power Ratings Given _ 
Above median 
·Below-median· 
ON DAY II 
.,, 
Accuraoz Qt. Self Perception 
· Not 
Accurate Accurate 'Totals_ 
22 11- 33 




x2 :. 7.s2 
33 66 
P : < .01 
TABLE XXII 
RELATIONSHIP OF ACCURACY -OF PERCEPTION OF OWN POSITION 
AND POWER OVER THE INDIVIDUAL RATINGS GIVEN 
.. _ •• 01'1" .DAY III 
Power Ratings Given 
Above median 
dt : l 
Below·med:tan 
Tote.ls 
Aeeuraez .Q.!: ~roeption 
A 
Not 










accurately on each power and benefit were selected as 
the "accurate" group for the first day. Tables XXI 
and XXII describe the relationships for days II and III. 
Combined ranks were used to obtain these individual cate-
gories. Average power over the individual scores given 
others were also arrayed and the median found.· In this 
manner, the "accuracy" group of a given person and the 
relative position of his scores given others could be 
compared and entered in the tables. 
A related.pair of hypotheses, VIIA. and VIIB, were 
concerned with the prediction of an inverse relationship 
between self ratings on power over the group and the 
perceived power of others over the group. Each or these 
po·as-ible two rela.tionsh~ps were tested for each day by 
matching the individual's own perceptions (regardless 
of the accuracy of these perceptions) of bis power or 
his bene£it to the group with the average ratings given 
others on eaeh of the variables, and then performing a 
Pearsonian product-moment r. 
TABLE XXIII 
RELATIONSHIPS OF SELF-fERCEPTIONS TO RATINGS OF POWER OR BENEFIT TO THE GROUP GIVEN OTHERS 
Variable 
, Power over the group 










The hypotheses_were not supported in any 'instance, 
as ~Y be seen from the table. The findings, rather, 
may be interpreted in several possible ways. First, 
it is possible 'to assume that there is no necessary 
relationship between selt~ratings and those given others, 
except for a slight tendency to rate others higher or 
lower when the rater put~ himself as high o·r low. A 
·second possibility is that the raters distribute their 
ratings of others about their conceptions of their own 
positio•n in the group, i. e., the raters use themselves 
as a frame or reference tor all their ratings. Sinoe 
average ratings given were used in the above coefficients~ 
this ~y easily be the case. Still a third possibility 
is that the .rs.tars or the recipients were homogeneous, 
which ;would.serve to depress the obtained relationships.·· 
The third possibil;ty ls not well supported in view or 
'the findings reported in Tables XIV to XIX, for example, 
in that self-ratings, at least., were not homogeneous. 
What relationships are there b~tween ratings given 
to the-self or others and satis.faetion with the group 
meetings? Hypothesis VIIIA was concerned with one 
suoh relationship, namely, the possibility of a positive 
agreement between pereaptions of the benefit of others 
to the individual arid the rater's satisfaction with the 
meetings. 
Hypotheses VIIIB and VII!O related to ~he relati9n-
ahip between accuracy or knowledge or own position 
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TABLE XXIV 
RELATIONSHIP OF PERCEIVED BENEFIT TO THE INDIVIDUAL AND 






· -Perceived Benefit 









P : a .oa 
RELATIONSHIP OF PERCEIVED BENEFIT TO THE INDIVIDUAL.AND 
SATISFACTION ON DAY II ----· 
Satisfaction Perceived Benefit 
Above med. Below mec .• 
Above median 21 12 33 
Below median 12 , 21, 33 
' . ·-~ ,::- :'-, •. _, 
33 ·•-53: 66 
:-:. •--·~-dt: l p - c> .04 
TABLE XXYI 
RELATIONSHIP OF PERCEIVED BENEFIT TO THE INDIVIDUAL AND 




df : l 
Perceived Benefit 








P : .~ .04 
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TABLE. XX.VII 
RELATIONSHIPS OF ACCURACY OF SELF-PERCEPTION OF POWER 



















P = .. • ao 
RELATIONSHIPS OF ACCURACY OF SELF~PERCEPTION OF POWER 
















· P :o.so 
RELATIONSHIPS OF ACCURACY .OF SELF-PERCEPTION OF POWER 
OVER THE GROUP AND SATISFACTION ON DAY III 








x2 : 1.756 
Accurate >,:_, 
14 33 
19 33 ., 
33. 66 
P : o .19 
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TABLE lOOC. 
RELATIONSHIPS OF ACCURACY OF SELF-PERCEPTION OF BENEFIT 



















RELATIONSHIPS OF ACCURACY OF SELF-PERCEPTION OF BENEFIT 




df - l 




x2 : 1.756 
TABLE XXXII 
Not 








RELATIONSHIPS OF ACCURACY·OF SELF-PERCEPTION. OF BENEFIT -

















P : e.oa 
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TABLE XXXIII 
RELATIONSHIPS OF ACCURACY OF SELF-PERCEPTION~AND 




Accuracy of self-perception and 
perceived benefit to the self 







x2 = 4.sa p = .os 
-TABLE XXXIV:I 
', .~• .~, •• ' ' ~,,.,;."!"'.''• ,... . • 
RELATIONSHIPS'. OF ;.ACCURACYOF,;-SELF-PERCEPTION AND 
PERCEIVED BENEFIT TO TBE SELF Al~D SATISFACTION ON DAY II 
Satisfaction 
Above median ' 
Below median 
df: l 
AccUI'acy of self-perception and 
:eerceived.benefit to the self 







x2 = 4.sa P: .03 
TABLE "1JZ1JT\' 
RELATIONSHIPS OF ACCURACY OF SELF-PERCEPTION AND 





Accuracy of self-perception·and 
Bereeiveq b~nefit to the self 










in the group and satisfaction with meetings., but were 
not generally supported by the • data. Tables XXWII --to 
XXXIIr;show ttbese:,,·relati:onsJ:ii·ps.. 
·" 
The·:final hypothesis (VIIID) was concerned with a 
combination of the perceptions described, since it 
would appear that.none by·itself is a sufficient pre-
dietor of•satiataction. It is also meaningful psycho-
logically to question' whether a combfi1at:lon of knowing 
one's position in the group and perceiving benefit to 
derive from the actions of others is not conduoive·:,to 
satisfaction. The resul 'tis of Tables XlII.II 1.to ;:XXXV 
indicate that this is str~:mgl-sr possi~le. 
Cell entries for Ta.bles/XXXJr:ILtto~XXX1t'..were<.obtained 
in a manner similar · to those prEhtiously described in 
this s.ection. Individual scores were arrayed and ranked 
on each of the three val?iables, accura.c:t.of own position, 
perceived benefit to the ·se1f derived 1'rom}other$., :::and 
satisfaction. Individuals whose sums of ranks on the 
first two. varlables · fell i.nto the .upper .halt of the 
distribution were compared with those whose sums of 
ranks tell in the lower rank. 
It ma.'y clearly be seen from the above tables that 
the hypothesis is· supported by the data. Those ,.J2eopl!, 
!E,2_ '!_o,curatelz :e,erceive thalr 2!!l :eosition in~ group 
.!!!2: ~others!.§._ ~ourees gl benefit are!!!!. most 
satisfied~~ grouR meetinas. 
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Caution demands that it should be re.marked that these 
res_ults should be accepted with the recognition that (a) 
those people :who most accurately perceive their _own posi-
· t:Lons are more frequently in the interdepe:pdent and de-
pendent groups (ct. tables XIV through XIX), and (b) 
· these groups tended always to rate others high on bene-
fit to the individual (cf. P• 112). The point is tha_t 
. there may be a common factor running through the vari-
ables being tested here •. What the nature of this eomnon 
factor may be, if it exists at all, is open to _spaeula- · 
tion. Unfortunately, there is no satisfactory statistical 
technique to examine each of the groups individually 
on this question. 
v. DISCUSSION AND ·coNCLUSIONS 
What may be said -o.f the effects or the four group 
situations upon perceptions ot power and benefit in 
summary of the results of the previous sec,tion'l _ Perhaps 
a useful means of integrating the findings of the study 
is to attempt to characterize again each group in terms 
of the variab1as and the·optional reports. 
The chief cha1'aaeteristics of the 1,ndependent s1 tu-
ation are to be found in the changes which occurred 
throughout the course of the meetings. It would appear 
that all three groups began with high motivation, interest 
in the work, equality of opportunity, and confidence in 
themselves and their problems. There was a relatively. 
high ooncord_a.hce of perceptions of the power and of· the 
bane.fit of others to -the group; self-perceptions were 
fairly accurate. On the_ second day, however, reports 
and ratings began ··to appear as 11' the level of i'unction.ing 
o:r the day before had been d~srupted· in soma way.. Con- . 
cordances of perceptions dropped·,slightly, as--.did accuracy 
of self-perceptions of power over the group.·., Perceptions , 
of the power of others over the group rose slightly, but 
the other major categories of perceived power or benefit 
did not chan~e significantly. On the third day, changes 
continued in the same direction, although accur·acy of 
self-perceptions remained at the former level. 
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The general levels of power over the group and 
over the individual remained ·consistently higher in 
the Independent groups than in any other group situ-
. ' 
ation. Benefit to the group was al'so ·the highest or 
all situations over the three day period., but benefit 
to the individual decreased steadily. Overall, there 
was a strong tendency to rate others high, but the high 
ratings did not appear to.be given regularly to any par-
ticulari< persons "over:.·,the: three day period; that is to 
. say, there were no persons consistently perceived :to· 
be. outstanding by all members of the group. 
Another noteworthy change was· the ~teady decre·ase 
in perceived benefit to the i'ndividual occurring i~-
the ·Independent groups, despite the high power ratings 
g1 ven. It is as if the raters saw otlie.r members or 
the group as seeking to influence the gro'.UJ?'s actions 
• I , . 
··and occasionally succeeding in doing so -- but ·that the 
' . -, 
individual member was not be,nefite·d by .these t:1.ctioris. · 
This is precisely what -could.be expected. in:this sit-
uation i.f the individual were .forc~d to forego.his· ~wn 
innnediate goals in t·he eve_nt that someone els.~ 3,\ieceeded 
in obta.ininghis o,vn goals. 
The Dapend;en~ and J;nterdependent situations should.be 
considered togethert since they s11:ared many of the same 
characteristics.. The gene~al powe.r and b~nefit ·:lave is 
o:f the two groups were nearly identical in all cases, but 
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when the differences in distribution were taken into 
account as to their effects upon the general levels the 
two situatio~s differed markedly. It was particularly 
upon power over the individual and benefit to the 
individual that the two groups differed in homogeneity 
when the ratlngs given the leader 'in the Dependent group 
were removed. Other members of the Dependent group were 
perceived to be homogeneously less able to benefit or 
have power over the individual. The concordance values 
demonstrate that subjects increasingly agreed among them-
selves as to the relative positions of all persons in 
both the Dependent and Interdependent situations, but 
the Dependent group did not percei·ve non-leaders to be 
strong in ability to influence or help the individual. 
The Interdependent group, while ·~oneordance existed, 
tended toward a greater spread of distribution of ratings 
than did the Dependent group. 
The presence of the leader .in the computations of 
power and benefit levels -caused the average of these 
levels to rise in the Dependent groups. When the leader 
v,as removed., the general level of power and benef1 t to 
the individual of non-leaders was lowered below that of 
the Interdependent groups, considering of course the 
differences in number of raters. 
In both instances, presauce oxa absence of the leader 
in the Dependent situations did not-- matex,1a.lly affect the 
averages of power and benefit to the group-. It is as ;J.f· 
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the raters perceived other non-leaders to be relatively 
incapable of helping or influencing them as individuals, 
but capable of affecting the group's progress. The Inter-
dependent groups clearly showed the importance of the 
individual member in the determination Of both individual 
and group success. 
The Competitive group situation has received rela-
tively less consideration in this study, largely be-
cause of the inability to include these groups in the 
statistical computations. The importance of these 
situations, however, must not be overlooked. 
While t·he Compet~tive situation was atypical in 
the sense that sueh "pure"· competition rarely arises in 
ordinary living, it demonstrates well one of the bounding 
limits upon the pereeption of power and benefit. Since. 
in this type or situation need for others for own loco-
motion was minimized, it was expected that power would 
be the lowest of the four situations, as it was. Be-
cause of the fact that advance,by one person implied 
detriment to all others in the group, benefit also was 
the lowest in this group situation. There were frequent 
complaints from members in the optional reports that 
some members were holding the floor, thu~ preventing 
others from speaking, or were in other ways discouraging 
equality of participation among membetts. Power self-
perceptions were the least aoeurate of the entire series, 
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but both these and self-perceptions of benefit to the 
group remained relatively constant through the three 
day period. 
!b.! Cowetitiv-e. group situations ™ imEressive be-
caus~ 21:, their l..,aek 2.f. ·~hange·. The impression received 
from examination ot this situation is that of maximum 
heterogeneity among mernbers; that is, an absence of the 
factors which.are usually-considered to be essential 
to' efficient ol'ganization. This situation p·ointa out 
beii'st of all four that pressures toward uniformit;i 'fwhich 
are understood in this ·study in terms of perce:tved power) 
are minimized in the.absence or need ror·the actions of 
others for own locomot'ion. 
In reference to the basic theoretical position bt 
this study, there are several possible conclusions which· 
. may be dra.vm: 
(l) The amount of perceived power of others to the 
individual or over the group can be predicted :from'. 'the 
primary formulation that· perceived power is functionally 
related to (a) the extent or need for others for own 
need satisfaction, and {b) the e~tent to which others 
are perceived to be looomoting in directions :a:{f'.ferent 
from own goals. The level.of motivation of participants 
in this study was assumed to be a con~tant factor, and 
some indications of this element were received from in-
spection of the optional reports. 
(2) The amount of _perceived benefit, given the 
conditions for the occ1.1rrence of power, can be predicted 
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from knowledge or the extent to which actions of others 
are in a direction equal to own locomotion. 
(3) The condition fol' the occurrence of power is 
one of perceived disequilibrium in the social situation 
of the individual, for the reduction of which di_sequilib-
rium. power is exerted. Unless some commonality of goals 
is achieved, the exertion of power by a member, which 
is perceived by other members of a g;roup, is not bene-
ficial to the percipients. This, as in the Independent 
situation to a :marked extant, leads to the exertion (and 
perception) of more power and somewhat less bane.fit 
through the course of group meetings. ~·exertion Q.t. 
E.9..!~ ~E.}l'!Til~ soals cannot~ achieved and where 
there is need .for the actions of others for own need ........ ............. ........ ....,..._ ----- ............... 
satisfaction leaQJ! ~~exertion 2!, pow~~• The 
result may be disruption of the group. 
(4) Knowledge of own position in the group :ta re-
lated to the extent to which co~nality of.goals is 
present, whether·tbese goals are present in the group 
situation (Int and Dep) or, by extrapolation from the 
data> whether they are impressed upon the group by a 
powerful person or coterie '{Ind). 
(5) Knowledge of own position in the group is also 
related to the amount of perceived benefit of others to 
the self, is also related to satisfaction witp group 
meetings. 
(6) Benefit to the individual and to th~ group would 
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seem to be related both to the amount·or power present 
and to the extent to which common goals are available. 
The maximum benefit can ooour.when there is some dis-
equilibrium iri the situation. with the limitation that 
goals are sharable. When there is no disequilibrium, 
there can be neither power nor benefit. 
In view of the preceding conc1uslona, it is possible 
to ask some specific questions which may be answered by 
future research. The first of'these questions refers 
to a very important problem or individ~al learning•in 
a small discussion group of the type st'\idied here. We 
may ~sk:. when conditions are suoh that there are no 
opportunities for- the manifestation ·or perception of . 
power, can individual change {learning) take place? 
Which of' the..-four types of group situations are most 
eondueive to such -learning? 
On the basis<of this study, it is suggested that 
the Independent situations be closely examined as to 
their v·alue in the promotion of learning. The present 
Inda-pendent situations were such that .final oonm1onality 
of goals was not completely possible., but~ if such had 
bean_possible, would rr~re learning have taken place? 
There is strong reason to believe that this would be 
trua; .these reasons a.re based upon the belief that only 
when power occurs can ch~nge in perceptions occur which 
lead to learning. Those situations in which the a.mount 
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ot power is restricted can probably produce less change 
in the indi vidua.l .• 
These suggestions, 0£ course, refer to those in-
stances where. in some manner the existence of group 
organization is prerequisite to learn_ing. No reference 
is intended here to the many instanees when learning 
may be an individual function. 
There are a great number of iniportant implications 
in the above statements for those_who are engaged in 
therapeutic, training, or action group work, i.e., 
where change in the individual is in part at least 
corollary to group membership. One of the chief such 
implications is that the source of change need not be 
from outside the group when there is disequilibrium 
and possibility of attainment ot goals within the group. 
A c.ompletely inte1~dependent or competitive group., if 
, such exist, can be changed only by outside pressures. 
If the change desired is wanted to come from the indi-
vidual participants, there must be discrepancies of the 
kind deso~ibed. It is becoming recrognized among psychol-
ogists and others working in the area of learning and 
change that tha nnst effective and lasting,changes are 
those which come from changes in the individual's own 
cognttive and motivational'struetures rather than 
induced u.rrom the outside." This study supports the 
position that variations in group organization can pro-
duce changes in perception, the essential firs·t step to 
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learning. 
In illustration of the foregoing, it is possible 
tb) suggest that an understanding of the conditions for 
change in perceptions may be of value in the solution , 
of important social problems of greater scope. The 
treatment and conception of the Negro by Southern 
whites, and the attempts which have been made to alter 
these circumstances, may be examined in terms or the 
conditions for the production o:f change, in perceptions. 
One may also refer to those situations in which 
ther,e is a relatively excessive single source o~ power, 
sueh as may be found in the classroom. Those teaching 
methods which emp:qasize the predominance ot the'instructor 
may be considered to be wasteful or human resources' in 
that the prime source of power or benefit lies in one 
person rather than in a number of possible other eontrib-
l titants who cannot be.recognized. Another aspect of this 
problem is the emphasis upon the c,ompeti ti ve elements 
described in this study, 1. e., when non-sharable grades 
are the objects or goals of endeavor. This s~udy strongly 
agrees with Deutsch's position that these pedagogic methods 
bear re-examination in the light of possible permanent 
change or learning for the individua1. . , 
., 
It would be possible, obviously, to exten4 these 
implications to may other situations; industrial, busi-
ness, therapeutic, etc. An important point here is that 
\ 
complete harmony does not always.imply complete benefit to 
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the individual, whether benefit is to take place either 
in the day-by-day actions of the participants or in the 
indi~idual's psychological growth. 
Still another··possibili ty for further investigation 
would be systematically to vary the attainability of goals 
within each o:f the situations described. This would.clarify 
the role of this important factor more than has been poss-
ible here. 
Are there any 11practioal".Purposes to which the fin-
dings of this study may be applied? Briefly, it was· 
hoped.at the outset of this experiment that a survey 
or perceptions within a group_ would indicate the level 
of development of that group -- a kind of stethoscope 
of group functioning. The major obstacle to the use 
of the .findings here to- such a problem is that mentioned , 
be.for·e: the course of development of a group, 11' oppor-
tunities ·ror development are present, is not sharply 
dif.ferentiated into stages., Therefore, the application 
of an instrument premised upon differentiated stages 
might not orfer a completely representative picture of 
that group's functioning. 
However, there is still the strong possibility that 
the investigation of perceptions and a study of the 
distribution of these perceptions are of real value in 
the understanding of development. It the relation of 
learning to power and benefit can be clarified., it is 
completely possible that an indication of the amount of 
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learning possible at varying stages of group development 
can be predicted. This, of course, 'is based upon the 
assumption that learning should come from the group 
for maximum. erfieacy. Even if the source of learning 
is a non-group member, however, it should be possible 
·to understand at what point the application of the 
lmowledge of a ''resource person" or similar authority 
can be most effectively utilized. The conditions for 
the perception of any power have been described in this 
study insofar· as groups of this kind are concerned; even 
an authority can have no power unless these additional 
criteria or conditions are satisfied. 
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VI. SUMWJARY 
One approach to the probiem or ·individual change as 
a result of membership in a small discussion group is by 
means of' the unified psychological frame o:f referenoee 
At the base o:f this method is the ·postulate that social 
behavior is steered'by social perception, with the con-
sequential_ corollary that changes in behavior are pre·ceded 
by changes in social perception·.~ 
This study was concerned with the investigation 
of two perceptual variables which ~ere assumed to be 
significant determinants of social behavior. The first 
of these variables, Berceived ~owet, was defined as the 
actual or anticipated ability of another person to dater-
'mine the goals of the perceiving person or·or imposing 
such goals, or aiding in the selection of paths or of 
imposing such paths upon the indi~idual whethe~ beneficial 
or detrimental. Two types of power were distinguished:. 
power over the group and power over the individual. Tha: 
second variable, Eerceiveq benefit, referred to the di-
rection of perceived power with reference to its effects 
upon the pre-existing goals, values, and wishes of the 
perceiving (influenced)person. Two effects of l;enetit 
were described: positive benefit and negative benefit. 
The former referred to the effects of the perceived power 
of others in aiding own locomotion to own goals; the 
latter pertained to the effects of the perceived power 
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of others in hindering or obstructing own locomotion. 
Ratings were obtained on the categories benefit to the 
group and benefit to the individual. 
That social situations of four defined types would 
have effects upon and could be characterized by partic-
ular related perceptions of power and benefit obtained 
from ratings made by each participant-percipient in the 
group situations was the major hypothesis of the study. 
The four situations selected for investigation were 
those of independence, interdependence, and,. dependence 
{derived .from hypothesized stages or group development) 
and that or competition. The ~our situations were defined 
according to the extent to which others were neoessa_ry 
for achievement of goals, the consistency ot goals for 
each participant, and the nature of the goal regions: 
In the Independent situation# rewards were offered 
for both individual and group achievement; success in 
obta.ining own goals by one participant implied that 
all other members would tail to a certain extent to 
reach their individual goals, but group goals were 
sharable. 
In the Interdepende11..~ situati9n, rewards were offered 
for group achievement alone; success in obtafning own 
goals implied that each other person in the group also 
obtained his individual goals. 
In the DeEenden~ situation, rewards were offered for 
g1"oup achievement alone; · success in obtaining own goals 
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implied that each ~ther person in the group also obtained 
his individual goals. This situation differed from ti:Le· 
Interdependent situation in that a person of' special 
. attainments in the subjee,t under discussi.on was intro-
duced into the group. 
In the pompetitive _situation, re~ards were offered 
:for.individual .acbievefaent alone; success by any one 
person'in the group.implied that each other person would 
fail to .obtain own goals. 
Certain psychological assumptions and implications 
concerning motivational and cognitive structures l.ed to 
the development o:f .f~ionaf relations (coordinating 
definitions) of various characteristi~s of the group 
situations and perceived power or benefit o·f, others' 
actions. With the addition of further psychological 
assumptions, hypotheses .concerning the effects or the 
four social situation upon perceptions of power and 
benefit were derived. Included among these hypotheses 
were expectations of the effe·cts of the social situations 
upqn the average amount of power and benefit to be .,ob-
tained, the distributio~s: or ratings ot theseval";ab,les,. 
and: upon self estimat~~ o~ power and benefit. General ' 
relationships were formulated between the two power 
categories, the two benefit categories, self-perceptions 
and satisfaction with group meetings,· and self-perceptions 
and ratings given others. 
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The experimental test of the hn>otheses was carried 
out by the establishment of eleven discussion groups, 
each composed of six college students. Three such 
discussion groups were.given ;instructions intended 
to promote qependant conditions, three to ,establish 
interdependent conditions, three for independent 
conditions, e.nd two groups for competitive conditions. 
Rewards for indi vi du.al:· or g·roup achievement, as appro-
... 
priate, were 'in the form of credits on a final exam.in-
--;, 
ation in a course in General Psychology.· The Inter-
dependent and Dependant groups were to receive twenty 
points .or less for group,attainment; the Ind~pendent 
groups up to ten poi~ts for individual and up to ten 
points for group ailhi.evemant; and the Competi t~ y~ groups . 
were offered twenty points to the single indivi'dils.L.in 
'· •. ·- ) . .: ,:. i•, ~of''~ 
each group who made an O"f tstanding contribution.· .. ~11 
others .in· the Competiti:vtr·groups .·recei ved:.:-no:::·credi t. 
Each group met once a day for three suoceasive(·tl~ys 
tct discuss case history matei,;la:ts, ,following vrhicli' twenty 
minute discussion periods each subject complet~ a ritnn~ 
bar of rating scales designed to elicit his pe~ceptions 
of others' ·power o":er his actions, others' benefit to him, 
own and-others' power over the group, own and others' 
benefit to the group, and his lik;Lng for or satisfaction 
with the group meeting. Space for·additio'nal. descriptive 
comments was supplied on each rating form. 
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Analysis of the data led to the following conclusions: 
(1) The amount of perceived power or benefit of 
others can be predi~ted, tr.om 1mderstanding of the extent 
to which there is a need for the aetions,of others for 
own need satisfaction and the ,itent to wliich others 
are perceived to be +ooomoting toward consistent goals. 
'There were di:Cferencea amohg the four situations in the 
'amounts of power and benefit perceived. 
(2) The condition for the occurrence of power and 
benefit is largely one ot pe~eeived disequilibrium for 
the individual. Power is exerted to reduce this dis-
ruption lnsofar a.s it interferes with need satisfaction. 
In the absence of connnon goals and where there is a 
need for the acti6ris of others, for own success, the' 
exertion of power leads only to the.exertion of more 
power until group::disruption,::ensues. 
(3) A1-1ar·eness of own position in the group is re-
la.ta d to the extent to which th~re is .commonality of goals, 
I 
whether thes,e goals a.re present in the group situation or, 
it would s·aem, whether they are impres$ed upon the group 
by power.ful members •. 
(4) Awareness of own position in\the group, when 
coupled vii th the perception of benefit< in .. the actions 
1 · I , , . • • . I ;_ . ., •'· ·. 
of others, is related to satisfaction with group meetings. 
(5) The maximum condition for benefit is one·1n 
which common goals are.available, but in which power is 
also present. Where there is no disequilibrium the occur-
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ranee of benefit is doubtful. 
It was also suggested that,these conclusions may 
have important implications for training, therapeutic, 
and action groups~ and,for the production of lasting 
change (or learning) in the individual. Uses of the 
findings of the study for the Ullderstanding and 
ndiagnosis" o:f group .functioning were discussed. 
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YOUR NAME __________ _ 
GROUP 
DAY (circle) l 2 3 
INSTRUCTIONS !Q. RATERS 
You are asked to ra~e each.of your fellow group members 
and sometimes yourself -- on several variables. The ratings 
you make will be completely oonfi.dential, and !!ill not .QJt 
used to determine achievement. Please be. as honest and 
objeetf ve as you can. 
When you finish each page of ratings, do not turn baek. 
Do not look ahead in the rating acales, ei~herl 
A particular definition of eaah variable is being used 
in this research, and we ask you to adopt these definitions 
in making your :rati'ngs. 
A particular method of rating is being used in this research 
also, and we ask you to adhere to this method. To rate a 
person on a variable, you place a check :mark after his nams 
on the line provided. Make certain this oheok is exactly 
where you want it to be. It need not be on one ot the 
line dividers or points. 
After you have·checked the line after the person~s name, 
put a number over your cheek mark to designate where that 
person falls among all the people of your group. For 
ex.ample 
l. 2 3 4 
JQe.:Slov:tl.aiacl. 1/ ' t t 
¥0-i:.:Qtffot:e,;,.ce t ' t V 
~~+¼Y .~11 •••• t ' 
You may give any number of people the same rating you want 
to, ll you feel that this is an accurate picture or your 
feelings. We ask you to be discriminating, though, to the 
best of your ability. 
If yau have any questions, ask the observer of your group. 
Thanks for your co-operation. It's very much appreciated. 
158. 
I. POWER 
When you report the level of a person's power, you 
are reporting on the extent to which he has influenced the 
g:roup or the extent to which you expect him shortly to in-
.fluence the group. This influence may take the f'orm ot detel"lnj.ning the goals of the group or imposing goals, or 
aiding in tbe selection or ways to solve problems or im-
posing such means upon the group. In short, a person's power is a measure of his actual or anticipated ability 
to determine what oeours in the. group, whether beneticiaJ~·-· .
.2.£ g_etrime~t~l,. 
'We. shall distinguish four levels of power: 
O no actual or likely power 
l some- influence. exerted:;ol' likely to be exerted 
shortly,_ but a minimal amount _ 
2 a moderateli-;,.;,higb. level of actual or r"antici-
patad power· ·or intlue~ce · 
3~ _a high ~grt~ of actual or anticipated power 
or influenct, · 
You may place a mark (and its corresponding number) 
at S.t;l,I place along the line t~at seems best to describe 
.,·'~ach individual ts level or· power or infl.uence • 
. R.ATE YOURSELF, T001 
0 
•••o•••••••••••~ r 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' 
•••••• 11 •••••••• •· ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 













Now check back over your ratings, making sure that you've,,::: 
rated yourself and have left no one out,. Make sure the 
numbers designating each per~on•s rank are present. 
Go on to the next page.· ·!2.Q. D.Q.! ~. 
159. 
II. BENEFIT 
When you report on the extent to which an individual 
can benefit the group, you are evaluating the efforts of 
that parson. Thus, an individual through his efforts 
may J::\e:}_.;e the group, or, he may through his actions neither 
&g !12.!! hinder _the group. Finally, his aetivi tie·s may 
ac tua.lly QJ!. frustrate tlie group.-






Thia person makes or may shortly make a strong 
positive contribution to the group 
This person is or :may shortly be helpful to the 
group · 
11his person 1s neither aid.nor hindrance to the 
group 
This ·person blocks.or interferes-or may shortly 
block or interfere. with the group to a ·moderate 
degree 
This person blocks or interferes or may shortly 
block or interfere.with the group to a greater 
degree. · 
· You may place a ob.eek mark ( and 1 ts corresponding 
number) at any place along the line that seems best to 
describe a~eh individual's level of benetit to the group. 
RATE YOURSELF~ TOOl 
,'1 ............ - I 
••••••••••• f 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • 0 • • • • t 
..... • ..... . t 









Now check back over your ratings, maktng sure that you've 
rated yourself and have left no one out. Yake sure that 
the numbers designating each person• s rank are present. 
Go on to the next· page• !.l2.!l ~• 
160. 
( II - A.) POWER II 
·On this page ~hen you report the level or a person's 
power, ·you are reporting on the extent to which he ha$ 
influenced .x.o~ or the extent to·which you expect him 
shortly to influence you. _Tllis lritluence may take the 
form aiding you to select gciials and ways or solving prob-
lems or of imposing s'electio:h o:f ,paths and goals upon you. 
In short, a person's power here is a:~measure of the extent 
to which he actually or may determine what you do, ·whether 
beneficial or detrimental. __ ..,...... ____ ·-------
We shall 41,tinguish- four levels of powert. 
0 This per_son ~as no actual or likely power over 
me 
l This person exerts or may be expected shortly 
to exert a mininrom amount of influence over me 
2 This person exerts or may exert shortly a 
moderately high level- of power or influence 
over n1e 
3 This person exerts or may be sho!'tly expected 
to. exert a high degree· of. power or influence 
over me 
Remember, you may place a mark anywhere along the 
line that best describes your feelings toward each person. 
Don't forget the corresponding rank~ng numbers. 
DO NOT RATE YOURSELF. 
0 
•••••••••••••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
•••••••••••••• 







Forget anybody? Check ba.ek, malte sure all marks are 
exactly where you want them. Go on to the next rating 
soale, but DON'T TURN BACKl 
161. 
( I - A.) - BENEFIT II 
On this page, you are asked to report on the extent 
to which eaeh other member or the group can benefit you. 
Through his efforts, he may helJ;? you. Or, he may through 
his actions ~ith~~ SQ..£ hinder z~~• Finally, his 
aet'ivities may actually-~ 2£ frustrate you. 






This parson makes or may shortly make a strong 
positive contribution to me 
This person is or may shortly be helpful .to me 
This person is neither aid nor hindrance to ma 
This person blocks or interferes or may shortly 
block or interfere with me to a moderate degree 
This person blocks or interferes or may shortly 
block or interfere with me to a greater degree& 
You mat place a cheek mark (and its corresponding ranking 
-number) at aru! place· along the line after each person's 
name in the place whioh best describes how you feel toward 
him. 
DO NOT RATE YOURSELF:! 
./2 fl 0 -1 -2 
• • • • • • • • • • • t t f 
. . . . . . . . . . f ' 
• • • • • • • • • • • f 
• • • • • • • • • • • t 11 
t • • • • • • • • • • • f f ! 
Check back -- are they all there? Make sure the numbers 
showing the relative rank of each person are present. 
Go on to the final page 






Have you any comments, suggestions, criticisms or anything 
else you'd like to say about the meeting today? 
THE EFFECTS OF VARYING GROUP ORGANIZATION 
. UPON PERCEPTION OF POWER AND BENEFIT 
I Cf 5' I 
This e:xper:iment was concerned with the effects of four group situations 
upon two perceptual. variables assumed to'be significant determinants of 
socia1 behavior, perceived power and perceived benefit. The four 
situations were those of interdependence, dependence, independence, and 
competition. Each form of organization was define~ according to the 
extent to which other persons were necessary for achievement of own 
goaJ.s, the consistency of goals among partipipants within each ~ituation, 
and the nature of goal regions. Perceived/power was defined as the 
actual or anticipated ability of another person to determine the goals 
of the perceiving person or of imposing such goals, of aiding in the 
selection of paths or imposing such paths upon the individual, whether 
benef'iciaJ. or detrimental. Perceived benefit referred to the 11 direction" 
of perceived power with reference to its effects upon the pre-existing 
goals, values, and wishes of the percipient. · 
Certain psychological assumptions and implications concerning motivationaJ. 
and cognitive structures led to the development of functional relations 
(coordinating definitions) of various characteristics of the group 
situations and perceptions of power and benefit. Hypotheses concerning 
the effects of the four social situations upon perceptions were derived 
from the functional relationships. 
The experimental test of these hypotheses was performed by the establish-
ment of eleven discussion groups, each composed of six college students. 
Three such groups were given insyructions intended to promote dependent 
conditions, three to establish independent conditions, three for inter-
dependent conditions, and two groups for competitive conditions. 
Rewards for individua1 or group achievement, as appropriate, were given 
in the form of credits on a final. examinatiom the interdependent and 
dependent groups were to receive twenty points or iess for group achieve-· 
ment; the independent groups up to ten points for·individuaJ. and up to 
ten points for group attainment; and the competitive groups were offered 
twenty points to the one person in each group who made an outstanding 
contribution. All others in the competitive groups received no credit. 
Each group met once a day for three successive days to discuss case 
history materials. Following each discussion, each subject compieted 
a munber of rating scales designed to eiicit his perceptions of others' 
pmver over his actions, others' benefit to him, own and otherst· povter 
over the group, own and others' benefit to the group, and his liking 
for the group m~eting. 
Analysis of the data led to these conclusions• (1) The amount of 
perceived power or benefit of others can be predicted from an understanding 
of the extent to which there is a need for the actions of others for ovm 
need satisfaction and the extent to which others are perceived to be 
locomoting toward consistent'goal.s. There were differences among the 
four groups situations in the amounts of power and benefit perceived. 
(2) Power arises and is perceived in those instances where consistent 
goals are lacking and where there is a. need for the action of others 
-2-
The Effects of Varying Group Organization Upon Perception of Pmver and 
Benefit.- Concluded 
for ovm need satisfaction. (3) The maxi1uum condition for individual 
benefit is that situation in which common goals are available, but 
in which power aJ.so is present. (4) Awareness of own position in a 
group is related to the extent to which there is commonality of goals. 
(5) Awareness of own position in the group, when coupled with the 
perception of benefit in the actions of others, is related to satisfaction 
with group meetings. 
It is suggested that these conclusions may have important implications 
for training, therapeutic, or action groups, and for the production of 
change or learning in the individua1. A question is raised as to the 
utility of maximal1y interdependent group organization for these 
purposes. 
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